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ABSTRACT

This study was undertaken to complement the essentially ethnographic

reports by Albas and Albas ( 1 984 ) on stress-coping behaviours of

studenLs at the University nxamination. Quantitative methods were used

to attempt a lriangulation of methods for the study of the examination

as a social event. The theoretical- framework utitized the Symbolic

interactionist perspective and, a Theory of the Definition of the

Situation to describe how a behaviour could be called a 'siress-coping

behaviour'. Finally, a control model based upon the work of Rothbaum,

Weisz and Snyder ( 1982) vias empLoyed to predict variations in the

prevalence and types of examination behaviours.

The participants were a random sample of 691 students at the

University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, who completed a

questionnaire on exams. The questionnaire was designed to examine the

types of behaviours of students and their reasons fcr using the

behaviours. The types of behaviours included: affiliating, not

affiliating, and rituals. Frequency distributions were utilized to

report descriptive resuÌts. Discriminant function analyses rlere

undertaken to find r+hich variables best predicted students' behaviours.

FinaIly, multivariate crosstabulations were performed to test the model

of control.

Overall, the results support the descriptions by Albas and Àlbas

the types of behaviours of students. However, this study found that

of

the



prevalence of reasons rlas different than those reported by Albas and

Albas. }jith a random sample of students thi.s study makes inferences as

to the reasons for changes in the types of reasons students gave for

their behaviours over the time period of imnrediately before the exams to

after the exams. The framework of Àlbas and Albas was retained to

describe the changes in behaviours. The most prevalent changes were

from ' self-enhancement' reasons to 'accuracy' reasons for those who

affiliated before and after exams. Changes in the structure of the

Discriminant Function Ànalyses also supported this interpretation of

changes in students' behaviours. Finally, the use of the control model,

a tool imposed upon the data by the investigator, vras weakly supported.

It v¡as noted thai none of the above methods alone were able to account

for the behaviours of students. Yet, together Lhe theories and the

respective methodologies tradi.tionally associated with each, Bây provide

an explanation of the examination as a social event.

- vI -
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ChapLer I

THEORET]CAI FRåMEWORK

1,1 INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this study are: 1 ) to provide descriptive information

of the behaviour of students in an examination setting, and 2) to

attempt to explain this behaviour by making use of a theory of control.

Albas and ÀIbas ( 1 984) , using an ethnographic approach, identify a

variety of stress-coping behaviours used by studenrs. They present the

university exam as a highly stressful event for the student and

interpret the behaviour as stress-coping strategies. This study wiil-

survey a random sample of students to describe the prevalence of

examination behaviours, and attempt to corroborate the extent to which

students also define their behaviours as stress-coping responses.

This study will also attempt to predict and explain expected

variations in the prevalence and types of examination behaviours.

Àccordingly, it will be necessary to explain under what conditions

stress-coping mechanisms are employed by students. To make these

predictions and explanations, a "control model" will be employed in

which the student's perceptions of the meanings of aversive stimuli and

ultimately hi.s/her degree of control over them will be used to predict
t-.

hr s/her behavr our .

-l
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The contribution of this study to the understanding of the university

examination ís thal a source of descriptive quantitative information

about variations in the prevalence and types of exam behaviours provides

a complement to the ethnographic research by Àlbas and AIbas (1984), who

have provided a basis for the interpretation of the stress-coping

behaviours of students. The príncipal difference between this study and

Àrbas and Àlbas is that all exam behaviour is not assumed to be

stress-coping. I.rhile the concepts of Albas and Àlbas wj.Il be utilized

as a part of the theoretical framer¡ork, this study wiIl utilize
quantitative methods to attempt a triangulation of methodologies. It is

hoped that students preparing for exams and researchers may gain further

understanding of the examination as a social event.

To follow, this chapter presents the theoretical framework for 1) an

understanding of meaning in social interaction, 2) a model of controL,

and 3) the basis for the formulation of the proposed hypotheses.

1.2 MEÀNING iN sOcIAt INTERACTION

Understanding how people perceive and explain their own behaviour, and

the relationship of their behaviour to others' behaviour in a particular

environment is a problem for social psychoLogy. It is through the

understanding of how actions are perceived by a subject that a judgement

can be made regarding the stressfulness of such actions for the subject.

This study seeks to examine the meaning of examinations for students,

and their influence on students' behaviour in a university environment.

Symbolic Interactionism, a branch of sociaL psychology, deals

directly with the problem of meaning. It assumes that actors behave on



the basis of meanings which arise symboJ.icaì-1y

interactions, but r+hich are nevertheless subjected to

the individual actors' perceptions and definitions of

(Blumer, 1969). These behaviours are assumed to evolve

the meanings and social interaction are therefore highly

3

out of their

mod j. f icat ion by

the situation

continually and

fluid.

As such, it is difficult to assume complete stability of social

structure from one point in time to the next. Social structure simply

refers to the relationships derived from how people interact with each

other. Within the Symbolic tnteractionist framework:

The nature of Ittre] environment is set by the meaning that theobjects composing it have for those human- beings.Indi'i-duals, also groups, occupying or living in the samespalial location may have, accordingly, different
environments; as r.te sây, peopre may be tiving in different
worlds (BIumer , 1969: 1 

'1 
) .

Since the meaning of environmental stimuli may be different for every

individual, it is dangerous to generalize on the structural meaning of

any aspect of the environment. conseguently, while the meaning of the

environment may be stressful at one point in time, the meaning of the

environment is constantly changing and may not again be defined as

stressful. Thus it would be unreasonable to define the meaning of the

structural setting of the examination as stressful for students because

stress has little permanence in the Symbolic Interactionist framework.

Stebbins' (1967, 1975) modification of the concept of the Definition

of the Situation is useful for overcoming the lack of permanence of

meaning within the Symbolic interactionist framework. Meaning is not

nerely something that emerges on the spur of the interactional moment

but rests upon retrospective, contempory, and prospective assessment of:



components of the objective situation which are seen bythe actor to affect anyone of his action orientations unã
therefore must be given meaning before he can act (stebbins,
1967 2162) .

Thus, there is a chain of continuity in the concept of meaning through

time both for particular actions and between actions. This definition
is critical for this study because changes in the environment witl be

examined at three different times: 1) immediately before an examination,

2) during an examination, and 3) following an examination.

The description of stages l-eaves no doubt that the study of
the definition of the situation is a general-izing enterprise,
and not an idiographic one, as suggested by earrier theorists,
who tended to concentrate on case studies (stebbins,
1985:139).

The theory of Definition of the Situation enables an explanation of both

the dynamics of change, and the stability of meaning at each of the

stages of the examination.

WhiIe the theory of Definition of the Situation provides a general.

framework for an overall definition of meaning, it does not give

specific Auidelines for the del-ineation of a conceptual framework for

the analysis of any given social situation. This study will utilize a

theory of controL over environmental stress to explain students'

behaviour before and after examinations. Essentially the theory of

control is a specifi.cation of the theory of Definition of the SiLuation

with the students' perception of control over the exam environnent

examined as an indicator of their overall detinition of the situation.
This conceptualization of control provides an explanatory framework for

dealing r,¡ith how students both define and cope with stressful aspects of

their examinations.
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1,3 À MoDEI 0F coNTRot FoR ExptAININc sTrIÐENTs' BEHÀvIotRs IN ExåMs

The essential conditions for the development of a model of control are

the definition of 1 ) meaning in social interaction, and 2) tne

definition of the boundaries of the environment. The theory of Symbolic

Interactionism gives the basic definition of meaning, while the theory

of Definition of the Situation provides the framework for a definitions

of environmental boundaries. The following theory of contrcl will
provide the basis for the delineation of objects so that the

interrerationships between objects, meaning, and environment may be

specified so that behavioural outcomes may be predicted using a control

model.

The social psychological literature deaJ-ing with theories of control

is diverse both in its definitions of the concept of control and in its
subjects of study. Much of the literature v¡as spawned out of Seligman's

clinical psychological studies of how people deal with the

uncontrollable event of death (Setigman, 1975; Abramson, Seligman &

Teasdale, 1978). Popular support for the clinical concept of control

led to many studies of the reactions of man to thè uncontrollabitity of

aspects of events in natural field settings. Some examples include

studies of mans' reactions to architecture, noise, and unsolvabre

learning tasks. (Baum, Àie11o & Calesnick, 1978; Brehm, 1966; Dweck,

1975).

This study ulilizes the recent work of Rothbaum, }leisz and snyder

(1982:1) who defined control over aversive stimuli in the environment as

two types of processes:



1.
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PeopJ-e attempt to gain controÌ by bringing the environment into

line with their wishes (erimary control), and

by bringing themselves into line with environmentar forces

( Secondary control ) .

The degree to r+hich the individual perceives primary control over the

environment at any one point in time may be understood as the

effectiveness of persistent effort by the individual in gaining control

over and thereby changing aversive stimuli to bring the environment into

Line with the wishes of the individual. The individual may also have

secondary control over stimuli when primary control is not possible,l

thus enab]-ing adaptive behaviour in a situation where actual control is
not possible.2 Thus psychoJ.ogicaL adjustnrent to aversive stimuli is

possible in a social situation allowing for coping r+ith stress in a

manner other than absolute withdrawl fron social interaction.

This study utilizes a modification of the above definition of control

to examine students behaviours at the university examination. The

particular definition of control is acheived by setting the boundaries

of the examination environment. While researchers may have the same

name for the situation, that is "examination", they may set different

boundaries and be talking about different aspects of events. For

example, the experimental social psychological definition of

The student does not have primary control over the exam because
ordinarily ihe student wilL not know the exact questions on the exam,
nor the exact method which will be used to mark the exam.

One exampLe of secondary control- is when the student aligns himselfwilh luck. The student will actively participate in 
- a chancesituation, and in the skiIl situation (the exam) ire will likeIy have

high attributions to chance (Rothbaum, Weisz, & Snyder, 19BZ:12).
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examination by Àrkin, êt al (1982) .is very di fferent than the

ethnographic defini.tion by Albas and Albas ( 1984). The

social-psychological delineation of boundaries Iimits the possibilities

for the perception of stimuli and thus for the conceptualLzation of

stressors.

For this study the arena in which students encounter stimuli, define

stressors, and cope depending upon whether they perceive themselves as

having greater or less control, is temporally bounded as outlined by

Albas and Àlbas (1984) to give particular attention to the time periods

of immediate pre-exam, exam act proper, and post-exam. This study wiIJ_

examine the control that students perceive themselves to have over

aspects of their environment at each of the phases of the exanination.

Given a description of how and why students act at each phase, one may

then apply the control model to examine how the examination itself acts

as an aversive stimulus for some students necessitating changes in their

stress-coping behaviours.

How is it that examination behaviours may be analysed as the outcome

of perceived control over stressful events? The answer Iies in how the

perception of the stressfulness of the examination is defined by the

students' interactions with their environment and ultimateLy in their

"coordination of primary and secondary control" (Rothbaum, l.ieisz &

Snyder, 1980:8). "Attributions enable the self to derive meaning from

otherv¡ise uncontrollable experiences" (Rothbaum, Weisz & Snyder,

1980:11). When the students' attributions for their behaviour are known

to an observer, it is possible to identify Lhe meaning of the

examination environment for them. it is through the analysis of lhe



students' attributions that the primary control behaviours,

to secondary control behaviours, may be identified.

I

as opposed

At a sj.ngle point in time it is not possible to predict the occurence

of any one particular stress-coping behaviour. However

reoccurrence of stress-coping behaviours will be influenced

,

by

the

the

meaning attributed to imputed stress in the environment. where

individuals learn that outcomes of their actions are independent of

their responses to stressful stimuli they will exhibit r+hat Seligman

called deficits (Àbramson, Garber, & sel-igman, 1980). Defj.cits are the

debilitating consequences for the individual of experience with

unconirollable events:

The motivational deficit consists of retarded initiation ofvoluntary responses and is seen as a conseguence of the
expectation that responding is futile. The cognitive deficit
consists of difficulty in learning that resþonses produce
outcomes. The affective deficit is a consequence of J-earning
that outcomes are independent of responding (Àbramson, Garber,
& Sel-igman, 1980:4).

To the extent that any individual suffers these deficits, he or she may

be said to be not having primary control. Students who interpret their
examination environment as being beyond their control r+iIl be less

likely to exhibit stress-coping behaviours. The mechanisms Iinking

students, stressors, and the sLudents' perceptions of their degree of

control as they relate to observed examination behaviour will be spelled

out in the hypotheses for this study.

In summary, the model of control I propose to use in this study may

be stated as follows and r+i11 be referred to hereafter as the control

nodei. Elements in the specification of the model are: 1 ) the

examination situation as environment, 2) potenlially stressful aspects
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of the examination, 3) perceptions of these potential stressors by the

students, and 4) students perceived conLrol which would be a function of

the extenl to which they perceive the potential stressors as being

aclually stressful to themsel-ves. In effect a high perception of stress

would lead to a low degree of perceived control and vice versa.

1,4. HYPOTHESES TO BE TESTEÐ

The basic hypothesis to be tested by the model may be stated as higher

perceived control at time 2 than at time 1 (ctz > ct1) will lead to a

situation of increasing stress-coping actions. Where perceived control

is lower at time 2 than at time 1 (cL2 < Ct1) there will be a decline in

stress-coping actions. Further intervening variables will be introduced

to refine the model, such as attributions by the students ro luck,

ability, task difficutty, and mood.

1.4,1 Chanqes in Stress-Copinq Àctions

it was predicted that stress-coping (s-c) actions ( i.e. affiliation,3
and exam rituals) r+ould vary both in preval.ence and meaning due to

changes in perceived control from the pre-exam phase to the post-exam

phase. The hypotheses are the sarne for each of the exam s-c actions.

Hypothesis 1: Changes in perceived controJ-, the independent variable,
wiIJ- vary with the occurence of stress-coping actions.
The attributions of students wiIl influence perceived
control so that perceived control r+ilI be a combination
of primary and secondary control. Where the students'
primary control has decreased and secondary control has

3 Àffiliating was defined as
interacted with olhers at the
tested the anxiety-affiliation
"merei.y asked his sub jects i f
whom" (¡Ibas & Àlbas , 1984:82).

whether or not the student soc iaIly
university examination. This further

hypothesis of Schachter ( 1 959) who
they would like to interact and with



OveraII, this variable tlas considered as a measure

of students where their persistent effort to do well

10

increased, the S-C actions will be less frequentJ_y
occuring at the post-exam phase than at the pre-exam
phase.

The variable perceived control was operationalized at both the immediate

pre-exam and post-exam phases by asking how students' efforts gave

students' control over the things students' needed to perform weII on

the examination. The difference in the pre-exam score (question 37)

from the post-exam score (question 90) yielded possible values of -4 to
+4. Negative numbers mean a perceived loss of control and positive

numbers mean a perceived gaín of control at the post-exam phase.

the adaptiveness

the exams may or

may not enabLe them to gain perceived control over their examination

envi ronment .

To test the hypothesis, the independent variable of perceived control

t+as crosstabulaled against the dependent variable of students'

behaviours while controlJ.ing for each of the attributional variables of

1uck, task difficulty, abiLity, and mood. These attributional variables

enable the identification of primary and secondary perceived control.

since the operationalized construct of perceived control r.¡as

specificalLy a measure of students'effort to change their environment

(i.e. effort to do well on the exam) and not just to fit into the

environment, it was unlikely that high levels of primary controL would

"accompany attributions to severely limited ability, to chance, or to
powerful others and they are unJ.ikei.y to accompany noninstrumental

behaviours of a passive withorawn, or submissive kind" (Rothbaum, Weisz

& Snyder, 1 980 212) ,

of

on
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The follor+ing describes how it was possible to identify primary and

secondary control through the meaning of each of the attributional
variabl-es. Note that lhe meaning of any given attribution was such that

the opposite of a primary control attribution was a secondary control

attribution. However, ihe students' having either primary or secondary

control attributions did not mean that their coordination of primary and

secondary control would lead to a high level of perceived control and

adapr i ve beha v i our .

For luck (Question 33 & Question g6), students were said to have

primary control when their attributions to luck were of low importance

to their performance on their examinations. The crosstabulation of

changes in stress-coping behaviours by perceived control controlling for

Luck shouJ.d yield results where fewer stress-coping behaviours would be

founc at the post-exam phase when students attributed a higher

importance to luck for their performance on the exams. A reduction in

adaptive behaviours where attributions to ruck r,¡ere high \,¡as

hypothesised because this type of situation v¡as one where students would

be attributing the outcome of their actions to external and unstable

forces. It was thought that students would only utilize stress-coping

behaviours when they perceived that their actions had an influence on

the exam environment.

For task difficulty (Question 1B & Question 80), students were said

to have primary control when their attributions to task difficuLty ¡+ere

of 1ow importance to their performance on their examinations. The

crosstabulation of changes in stress-coping behaviours by perceived

conlrol controlling for task difficulty should yield results where fewer
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stress-coping behaviours would be found at the post-exam phase when

students'attributed a higher importance to task difficulty for their

performance on the exams. À reduction in adaptive behaviours v¡as

hypothesized where attributions to task difficulty !¡ere higher because

students were attributing the outcome of their actions to external and

unstable forces. Students' actions would have little influence on an

exam with a higher degree of difficul-ty because they couLd not change

the degree of difficulty of the exâm, but they could change themselves.

In this case the predÍcted strategy r+as for students to utilize
secondary control and exhibit fewer behaviours.

For ability (Quesr,ion 11 & Question 79), students v¡ere said to have

primary control when their attributions to ability were of higher

importance to their performance on their examinations. The

crosstabulation of changes in stress-coping behaviours by perceived

control controlling for ability should yieJ-d results where fewer

stress-coping behaviours would be found at the post-exam phase when

students' attributed a hígher importance to ability for their
performance on the exams. Fewer behaviours rvere predicted because the

students' gained primary control through attributions to stable and

internal types of factors so that there r.¡as no need to change the

environment. Those who had low attributions to ability were unable to

change themselves and would be predicted to change the environnent

through an increase in their behaviours.

For mood (Quesr.ion 3g & Question 91 ) , students were said to have

primary control when their attributions Lo mood r+ere of higher

importance to theír performance on their examinations. The
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crosstabulation of changes in stress-coping behaviours by perceived

control controll-ing for mood should yield results r+here more

slress-coping behaviours wouÌd be found at the post-exam phase when

students' attributed a higher importance to mood for their performance

on the exams. More behaviours were predicted because the students

gained primary control through attributions to unstable and internal

factors necessitating a need for them to change their environment for

them to maintain primary control.

1 "4.2 Inportance of ,{ccuracv, Àvoidance, and Distraction bo Students

The students' perceived control over the examination, considered as an

independent variabLe for the following hypotheses, r.las predicted to have

influenced students' attitudes towards affiliation so that the

importance of accuracy, avoidance, and distraction, considered as

dependent variables, would change. The following hypotheses sLate the

direction of changes for each of the variables.

Hypothesis 2: Perceived controt will vary directly with the importance
for students to accurateLy know how well they would
perform on their exams.

Students were asked how important it was for them to accurately know

before their exams how r+ell they were about to perform on their exams

(Question 30), and after their exams how werl they had performed on

their exams (Question 84). ÀIbas and Àlbas suggested that both before

and after their exams that students rvho were most interested in accurate

social comparison "tended to be those who felt nost confident in their
performance" ( 1 984 283,121) , it was felt that perceived control should

correspond v¡ith confidence so that the students who had higher perceived

conlrol would place more iniportance on accuracy in sociaL comparison.

Hypothesis 3: Perceived control wilL vary inversely r+ith lhe importance
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for students to avoid thoughts about the exam.

SLudents were asked how important it was for them to avoid thinking

about their exams by talking about other things both before (Question

31 ) and after (Question g4) tireir exams. Albas and ÀLbas (198a:94)

described this sítuation as one where students would seek to "maintain

their poise by'totaJ.J-y'refusing to oiscuss course materiat or even the

upcoming exam". Those student,s most in need of maintaining their poise

would place a greater importance on avoidance of talking about the exam.

Thus, students who had Iess perceived control would place a greater

importance on avoidance.

Hypolhesis 4: Perceived control will vary inversely with the importance
for students to distract classmates from taJ.king about
the exam.

Students were asked how important it r+as for Lhem to distract classmates

from talking about their exams before (Question 32) and after (Question

e5) their exams. Albas and Àlbas described this situation as one where

"... students who feel secure in their performance will have more

intensive and extensive interactions both with others similar to

themselves as well as with those who are 'miserabl"e"' (1984:134). Thus,

those students who had higher perceived control rqould place less

importance on distraction.

1.4,3 Reported and Preferred Tvpes of Àffiliation
The students' perceived control, the independent variable, r+as predicted

to have influenced the types of interactions students hao with their

a Preferred type of
of the actual or

affiliation was
expec t.ed grade on

defined as the student's assessment
the examination of the person with
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classmates so that their preferred affiliationa and actual affiliation5
would have differed. The kind of company that students who were anxious

would talk r+ith has been described as a situation where inieraction

occurs on the basis of soc ial comparison so that "'misery loves

miserabre company' ... 'but not too miserabl-e"' (schachter, 1959;

Rabbie, 1963).

Hypothesis 5: Perceived control r+iIl vary inversely r+ith the diÍference
between the students' preferred type and the students'
actual type of affiliation.

where perceived contro]- was low, the preferred type and actual type of

affiliation shoul-d have differed so that the students' actual type of

affiliation v¡as with a classmate who had a grade Lhat r,las higher than

the type of classmate v¡ith whom the students' r+ould have preferred to

have affiliated. It l,ras expected that the students rvith lower perceived

control rr'oulo have had less influence on their actual type of.

affiliation (Question 2g & Question 71) and would have been unabre to

meet their preferences for type of affiliation (Question 25 & Question

81).

where perceived control was higher, the preferred type and actual

type of affiliation are predicted to be essentially of the same type.

Yet, variations may occur where students with higher perceived control

may face negative sanctions by affiliating with students who had not

performed as well. Àlbas and Àlbas (1984:89) described this situation

as one where " the typical routine involves individuals dramatizing

whom the student

5 Reported type of
of the actual or
whom the student

would prefer to af f i I iate.

affiliation rvas defined as the student's
expected grade on the examination of the
affiliated.

a sse s smen t
person with
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oEhers". Thus for students with higher

preferred type of affiliation was predicted

thai of their actual type of affiliation.
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Chapter II
}IETHODOIOGY

This chapter describes the sampling procedure, the construction of a

queslionnaire on university examinations, the coding of open-ended

questions, and the statistical anaJ.yses.

2"1 THE SÀMPtING PROCEDT'RE

To draw a sample from the student population, the forlowj.ng r,¡as done:

students were selected from the Faculties of Àrts, and science; a time

slot vhere students were in classroom lectures (Introductory Courses)

rvas randomly selected; permission was sought from instructors to

administer the questionnaire during their class-time; the Office of the

Dean in each faculty was informed thal contact was being made with

instructors; and the questionnaire r+as administered during the month of

March of 1986.

This sample was chosen because the primary method of evaluation in

first year courses rvas an examination. The sampling procedure r+as

desLgned to eliminate the possibility of multiple responses to the

questionnaire by any one respondent as only one lecture time slot was

chosen. Laboratory and tutorial sections were not considered because

they are usually highly structured and it was felt that it r¡ould be too

disruptive to administer a questionnaire in the time availabie.

- t/-
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i,lhen a lecture slot was selected the maximum possibJ.e sample size was

approximately 2200 students. Given that class attendence would be Iess

than maximum class size, that some instructors would not allor+ for the

administration of the questionnaire, and that student participation was

voluntary participation, the actual number of respondents was hoped to

be abour. 65% of. the number of students attenoi.ng a class in a time-s]ot
(i.e. 65% of. 2200, or 1430).

The actual size of the selected student population was 1147 students.

GeneraIly, the instructors vrere very co-operative as 80% of. them allowed

for the administration of the questionnaire. Participants were 691

students which means there rvas a 60.2% response rate. The classes which

I was not arrowed to approach constituted 16.4% of the population.

Àctual refusals to participate were onLy 23 students, or 2.0% of the

population. The remaining 21.4% of. the population were students who

were absent from class on the day the questionnaire was administered.

The characteristics of the sampl-e population are further described in

the results section.

2,2 THE STI'DENTS' EIßMINÀTIONS

The examinations which the students wrote and were to consider when they

answered the questi.onnaire were their mid-term examinations for the

class in which they received the questionnaire. The dates of their
mid-term exams ranged from February 12, '1986 to March 24, 1986. The

dates of administration of the questionnaires ranged from March 1, 1986

to March 26, 1986. For 9 of 12 classes, the students participated in

t.he study shortly after their exams and before they had access to their
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grades for their exams. The other three classes had written their exams

before the mid-term study break of one week, participated in the study

approximatel-y two weeks after they had vrritten their exams, and had

opportunity to know their grades for their exams.

The percentaged weights of the examinations to the students' course

grades ranged from 8.0% Lo 25.0%. The mean weight of the exarns rvas

11.6% (standard deviation = 5.9).

?,3 THE EXÀMINÀTiON ROOMS

The sludents wrote their examinations in their regular cl-assrooms. The

number of students in each room ranged f.ron 22 to 131. The mean number

of students per classroom was 78 (standard deviation = 34.0). The

number of desks and thus maximum number of students per classroom ranged

from 45 to 210, The mean nunber of praces per cLassroom was 118

(standard deviation = 67.5). Notab]y, only one class had far fewer

students than places in the classroom. OveraIj., the typical classroom

situation was one where approximately 80 students r+rote their mid-terms

in a room with approximately 100 seats.

2,4 CONSTRUCTION OF å OTNSTIONNÀIRE ON I'NT\¡ERSITY ÐNMINÀTIONS

A review of the literature on university examinations found very IittIe
which could be utilized for a study of the university examination as a

social situation. Many studies on test anxiety were found in the

psychological riterature, but fer,l dealt with the examination in a

natural setting. This was not totaIJ-y unexpected, and has already been

noted in the social psychol-ogicai literature. Zavalloni & Louis-Guerin
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(1979) oescribed not only the Iack of relevant quantitative research in

natural field settings, but the extreme probrems in adapting the

research instruments of the experimental setting to the natural field
sett ing.

The first task of this study r+as to provide a description of

examination behaviours. Thus, the questionnaire had to deal with

demographic, academic , spatiar, behavioural, and cognitive variables.

Given a guanticative description of examination behaviours the study

could then move towards statistical testing of the proposed hypotheses.

The questionnaire was oesigned to restrict the boundaries of the

environment to the most recent examination which the studenl had in the

class r¡here they received the questionnaire. The general hypothesis of

the model of control was that perceived controL of the event influenced

ihe types and prevalence of behaviours. To test this hypothesis, the

questions were deveLoped to study behaviours and their meanings at the

university examination. The exam behaviours6 were then to be analysed

to determine their prevalence, their meaning, and their effectiveness as

coping behaviours. À "student Questionnaire" and a "Background

Questionnaire" dealt rvith the above types of variabtes.

6 The basis for the selection of examination behaviours rvas adapted from
the recent book of Albas and Àlbas (1984). The Àl-bas'description of
examination behaviour gives a colourful depiction ol bothphysiological and psychological reactions. rneir ethnographic
approach to the study of the examination l''as carried oút as an
in-depth analysis of many students' behaviours over an extended period
of time.
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2,4,1 SLudent Questionnaire

The questionnaire was designed to be self-administered during ru to t5

minutes of ciass-time. The optimal time of administration was one to

three classes after the examination. This time was desired because the

questions were designed to be answered before the students knew their

grades for their exams. Also, the time period of one to three classes

was chosen to give the instructors some flexibitity in their choice for

the time for the administration of the questionnaire. The instructors

specified whether the questionnaire was to be given out at the beginning

or the end of their class-time. The following j.s a brief description of

the questions. The questionnaire is enclosed as Appendix A.

2,4,2 Demoqraphic and Acadenic Classification Questions

Quest-ions on demographic characteristics such as gender, a9ê, marital

status, ethnicity and birth order were developed. The questions were

mainl-y closed-ended response type. Student classification categories

t+ere chosen to match the university guidelines for grading, !eôr

classif ication, and faculty membership.

2.4.3 Behavioural Ouestions

The behaviours to be studied were those of the immediate pre-exam, exam

act proper, and post-exam stages. The lime frame for the immediate

pre-exam starts at approximately one-ha1f hour before the exam and ends

when the instructor calls the class lo attention. The exam phase proper

starts at the end of the immediate pre-exam and ends when the students

hand in their exams. The post-exam starts at the end of the exam phase

proper and for this study is considered to end one-half hour later.
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These stages as outlined by Arbas and Arbas (1984) were typicarly

depicted as focussing around social-ínteraction. Thus, the questions

dealt with tarking, affiliatiorr, praying, and behaviour towards exam

artifacts such as books, pens, and manner of dress. prompts wi+.hin the

questionnaire were given to ensure the student t,las aware of the temporaJ-

aspects of the guestions (..g. The following questions deal with things

you did BEFORE the exam. ).

2,4.,4 Àttributional euestions

Questions on attributions to luck, task difficulty, ability and mood

were contructed. The students were asked to rate the importance of luck

,task difficuJ.ty, ability and mood to thej.r performance on the exams.

2,4,,5 Coqnilive OuesÈions

Cognitive questions having to do with students' interpretation of

meaning of the environment were designed to ask why a behaviour does, or

does not occur. The questions on types of thoughts during an

examination were adapted from Sarason ( 1 980 ) . The remainder r+ere

deveioped to look at reasons why students behaved as they did for each

of the questions on the prevalence of specific examination behaviours.

The majority of these questions were closed-ended with 5 point bipolar

scales (".g. 1= very unimportant to 5= very important).

2,4,6 Backqround OuesLionnaire

The background questionnaire was composed of two parts: a few questions

asked of the instructor (Appendix B), and information on the exam room

(eppendix C). This information $¡as matched to lhe student questionnaire

lhrough the course numbers.
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The instructors vrere asked to provide information on the grading

weight of the exams, size of cIass, room location{s) of the exams. The

exem room variables included size of room, type of Iighting, Location of

doors, location of windows, and type of desks.

2,5 CODING OF OPEN-ENDED CIIIESTIONS

Open-ended quest ions r+ere coded by f i rst recording very s ími Iar

responses along with the questionnaire number(s) on sheets. For this
first stage, a very J.arge number of categories were kept. second, a1I

of the categories were entered inlo the computer without grouping of

responses. Third, an initial frequency distribution rlas produced to

find the major response types. Àt this time, caLegories were grouped

with their most sinrilar response type if they were of low frequency, and

if the cetegory had a similar response type.

Albas and Àlbas ( 1 984 ) reported many di fferent reasons for

affiriating. The major response types they reported were: social

comparison, accuracy, distraction and self-enhancenent. The reasons

students report for affiliating r+i11 be grouped into these categories.

In cases where the responses r+ere not clear the responses were called

'olher reasons'. Table 1 presents the recode statements to group the

reasons to affiliate. The numbers in the recode statements may be

matched to the categories in the tables which will be presented for

reasons for affiliating.
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TÀBLE 1

Recode Statement to Group Reasons for Affiliating

,/* spssx REcoDE STATEMENTs ARE uTILIZED TO GROUp DÀTA */
V3O 'PRiMARY REÀSON FOR AFFILIÀTION ÀT THE PRE-EXÀM'

RECODE V30 (5,18,31,35=1) (S,7,15,37=2)
\1 ,q,8,10,11,14,16,17,19,20,21 ,23,25,29,29,30,32,33,34,36,39 THRU HI=0)
(2 ,3 ,22,24,26,36=J) (12,13 ,27=4)

VALUE LABELS
O ' OTHER' '1 ' SOCI AL SUPPORT' 2 'ÀCCURACY'
3 ' SELF-ENHÀNCEMENT' 4 ' DI STRÀCTI ON'/

VARIABLE LABELS
v51 'PRIMARY REASON FOR post-exam AFFILIÀTIoN oR NONAFFILIATION'

RECODE V51 (8,15,37,38,46=l ) ('1 ,5,6,13,14,20,49,50=2) (2,22=4)
(3,4,7,9 THRU 12,16,17,18,19,21 ,22 THRU 36,39 THRU 45,47,49,51 ,52=0)/

VALUE LABELS V51 1'SOCTAL SUPPORT' 2'ÀCCURACY' 3'SELF*ENHÀNCEMENT'
4 ' DI STRÀCTI ON ' 0 ' OTHER' /

2,5 STÀTISTICÀT ¿,NÀTYSES

The results of this study are presented through the use of the

following: simple frequency distributions where summary measures

include appropriate measures of central tendency and of dispersion;

bivariate tables where changes in pre-exam to post-exam perceived

control are crosstabul-ated against each of the variables in the

hypotheses; chi-sguare will be used to measure the significance of

differences in the distribution of the variables; correlation

coefficients are used as measures of association to make inferences as

to the strength and direction of the relationships between variables;

for multivariate tabLes, Chi-sguare, and correlation coefficients are

used as summary statistics; finally, discriminant function analyses are

used to assess what best predicted the students' affiliation and

rituals.



ChapLer III
RESUITS

The results are organized into seven sections: a description of the

sanple; a description of students' immediate pre-exam behaviours; a

description of students' post-exam behaviours; an expranation of

students' immediate pre-exam behaviours; an explanation of students'

post-exam behaviours; a description of the changes in students' exam

behaviours, perceived control, and attributions from the immediate

pre-exam phase to the post-exam phase; and an explanation of the changes

in exam behaviours from the immediate pre-exam phase to the post-exam

phase.

3.1 & DESCRTPTIoN 0F THE SÀMPLE

The demographic and academic characteristics of the sample population

are presented in the following sections. whenever possible the

characteristics of the sampJ.e r+ere compared to the characteristics of

the population from the Faculties of Arts and Science. Demographic

variables incl-uded sex, â9€, marital status, ethnicity, and order of

birth. Àcademic variables incruded facul-ty membership, year in program,

average letter grade, importance of course, and expected letter grade in

c our se

-25-
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3 
" 

1 ,1 Demoqraphíc VariablEs

3,1 
" 

1 .1 Sex of StudenLs

For the overall sampLe there r+ere 50.5% females and 49.5% males wilh

over-representation by sex occuring in both faculties. More males than

females were enrolled in Science, and more females than males r+ere

enrolled in Àrts when the distributions v¿ere compared. The same type of

over-representation existed for the overall faculty populations for the

previous year (lnstitutional Statistics, 1984-85222). Thus, this

over-representation of sex within the sampie reflected the overall trend

for the population within each faculty.

3.1,1,2 Age of SLudent,s

The mean age of stuoents was 20.5 years (standard deviation = 3.9). The

meoian age was'19 years. When the distribution of age for the sample

tvas compared to the distribution of age for students within ÀrLs, and

science, the sampre had sJ-ightry younger mean age compared with the

population (lnstitutionaL statistics, 1984-85:30). Since the classes

which were sampled for this study were first-year crasses and the

compari.son population included aIl undergraduate classes, the results

were not surprising.

3,1,1,3 &larital Status of SLudenLs

The marital statuses of students rì'ere: single, 92.9%, married, s.7%,

separated, 0.8%, divorced , 0.5%, and common-Iaw , 0.2%. Eight percent of

students did not answer this question. The above percentages were

calculated as percentages of those that responded to the question,

Since lhere were so many single students this variable r+i11 not be

considered in the analyses.
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3"1 "1,4 EthnicíLy of Students

Table 2 presents the distribution of the students by ethnicity. The

sr-udents were asked to describe their ethnic identity (nationality

background). While there rvas a wide diversity of ethnic backgrounds of

students, there was an under-representation of students from ethnic

ninority groups and particularil-y from Native-Canadian backgrounds when

compared io the ethnic Aroups within the City of Winnipeg (Statistics

Canada, 1982). Since there were few actual refusals Lo participate,

this sampring bias is attributed to ethnic niinority groups being

actualii' under-represented in the population.

TABTE 2

Ethnicity of Students

CÀNADi AN
DUAL CÀNÀDTÀN
OTHER SINGLE
OTHER DUAL
MI SSING

TREQUENCY

t5t
99

277
bl
97

VÀLID
PERCENT

26.4
tõ. /
46.6
10.3

691 100.0

3.1.1"5 Order of Birt,h

The ordinaL variable of order of

a comparison to the i+ork of

position rvas found to influence

birth was included primarily to enable

Schachter ( 1 959:42-89) v¡here ordinal

the relationship between anxiety and
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affiliation. The distribution of valid responses by students wast 5.0%

were an onJ-y child, 30.0% were an ordest child, 28.0% were a middle

chiId, and 3ú..4% were a youngest child. Seven percent of studenis did

not answer this question.

3,1 ,2 Àcademic Variables

3.1 "2,1 Faculty Menrbership

TabLe 3 presents the frequencies for the students' facurty of

membership. The percentages of each group were similar to the

percentages of a comparison population from the university for first
year courses (Institutional Statistics, 1984-85:40).

TÀBLE 3

Faculty Membership

FREQUENCY
VALiD

PERCENT

50.2
26.3

a

1.0
3.3
3.0
4.5
6.5
4.2

ÀRTS
SCI ENCE
FINE ÀRTS
PHYSICAL EDUCATTON
AGRI CULTURE/ENGI NEERI NG

CoMMERCE/ADMTN STUDTES
HUMAN ECOLOGY
EDUCAT]ON
NURSING
MI SSI NG

347
182

6

7

23
21

31

45
29

0

TOTAL 691 100.0



Àn additional anaLysis for each of the classes,

students as being in a class which is of the 'same

facuJ-ty of membership or as a'crossover'. An example

of class would be an Àrts student in a class which is

such as Sociology. Àn example of a crossover is where a

is raking an class in the Faculty of Arts. The sample

see how it refl-ected the population.
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is to cLassi fy

type' as their

of a 'same type'

an Àrts course

Sc ience student

was examined to

Sixty-one percent of the students taking an Arts course were students

whose faculty of membership was Àrts. Most of the students, 21.s%, who

took an Àrts course as an elective were students whose facuJ-ty of

membership lras science. All other groups were of a much smarler

percentage of the sample.

only 36.3% of the students who were taking a Science course were

members of the Faculty of Science. There r+ere several J-arge groups of

students taking an elective science course. These included: Arts,

21.4%, Nursing, 11.1%, Àgriculture and Engineering, 8.4%, Human Ecology,

8.0%, and Education, 7.1%. i,¡hile the average undergraduate crossover

for Arts and Science were onJ.y 7.0% and 6.0% ( Institutional StatisLics,

1984-85:43), the crossover between faculties tor the sampre distribution

reflected the greater heterogeneity of first-year classes.

3.1.2,2 Year in Program

Table 4 presents the frequencies for the students' year in their
program. The mean response was 1.63 years (standard deviation = 0.89).

The five students enrolled as "special students" t.lere not considered in

the computation of the statistics because their status does not have a

year equivalent.
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TABLE 4

Year in Program

FREQUENCY
VALID

PERCENT

59.6
)1 q

14.8
)9

.7

FÏRST YEAR
SECOND YEAR
THIRD YEAR
FOURTH YEAR

sPECiÀL / OTHER
MI SSI NG

408
150
101

2A

7

TOTAL 691 100.0

3.1,2"3 Àverage LeLter Grade

TabIe 5 presents the distribution of average retter grade for the

students. The median grade was B. The distribution hao no significant

differences from the distribution of actual grades of a comparison group

of students who attended the previous year (Institutional Statistics,
1 984-85: 60-62 ) .

3,1,2.4 Inportance of Course

Tab1e 6 presents the freguencies for the importance of the course to the

student's program as reported by the student. The mean degree of

importance li'as 3.2 (standard deviation 1.3). This showed that most

students' fert the courses rvere somewhat neutral in degree of

importance.
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TÀBIE 5

Àverage Letter Grade

À+
A

B+

B

C+

D

MI SSING

FREQUENCY

2

44
116
203
204
104

I
10

VÀLÏD
PERCENT

?

5.5
17.0
29.8
30.0
15.3
1.2

TOTÀL 691 100.0

TÀBLE 6

importance of Course

VERY UNIMPORTANT
SOMEI^¡HAT UNIMPORTÀNT
NEUTRAL
SOMEWHÀT IMPORTANT
VERY IMPORTÀNT

FREQUENCY

97
96

215
149
134

VALID
PERCENT

14.0
13.9
31.1
21 .6
1 9.4

TOTAL 691 100.0

3,1"2.5 ExpecÈed tetler Grade in Course

TabIe 7 shows the frequencies for the students'expected

their course. The median category was B. The upper

letter grade in

level grades are



probably overestimated, as approximately 45-55%
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of students in First
year courses Ín Arts and Science would actually get a B or better
(lnstitutional statistics , 1984-85 260-62) , but on the whole the

distribution of students' expected grades was approximateì-y the same as

the distribution of students'actual grades.

TÀBLE 7

Expected Letter Grade in Course

FREQUENCY
VÀLID

PERCENT

1.8
t4.J
19.6
)¿. ?

19.9
16.0
4.0

À+

A

B+
B

c+
c
D

F
MI SSING

12

94
29
60
31
05
26

1

33

TOTAL 691 100.0

3,1.3 RepresentaÈiveness of the Sanole population

Given that the responses for the demographic variables (age and sex),

and academic variables (average letter grade, year in program, and

faculty membership) closely nalched those of a comparison population, it
seerns that the sample is representative of the student population which

took first year classes in the Faculties of Àrts and Science. Thus, all
other measures from the survey instrument were considered as

generalizable to the student population.
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3 "2 SNJDENTS' IMMEDIå,TE PRE-EX.åMINÀTION BEHAVTOT'RS

The students' responses to the questionnaire items on time of arrívaJ-,

affiliation, reasons for affiliationf reasons for not affiliating,
wanting affiliation, reasons for wanting affiliation, reasons for not

wanting affiliation, exam centrality, actual type of affiliation,
preferred type of affiliation, rituals before exams, reasons for

rituals, and types of rituals are presented to describe the prevalence

of immediate pre-exam activities of students.

3.2.1 Tine of Àrrival Outside Èhe Examinalion Roorn

The frequencies for times the students arrived outside an exam room are

presented The table rvas compacted to include only the reported times of

arrival. That is, times which were not reported. such as six minutes,

were not included in the tab]e. in TabLe 8. The median time of arrival
was 10 minutes before the start of the exam. The mean time of arrival
was slightly lower at 9 minutes before the exam (standard deviation

6.7). This difference was due to the skewness of the distribution of

times (Skewness=2.0). This meant that students tended to arrive close

to the start of the exa¡ns.

The general setting for the gathering of students started with a few

students arriving at 30 minutes before the exam, increasing to 21% al 10

minutes, 55% at 5 minutes, and finally undergoing rapid transition so

that nearly 100% had arrived by the final few minutes. Few students

arrived exactly at the beginning, or late, for the start of the exam.

These results followed the reported pattern by Albas and Albas

(1984:77).
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TÀBLE 8

Time of Arrival at the Examination

T

I
M

E

VÀLUE

0

1

2

3

4
L

7
R

10
12
15
20
25
30
40
45
60

MI SSTNG

TOTÀL

FREQUENCY

22
21

36
t5

q

207
7

6

220
2

83
34

3

17
2

1

1

9

VALID
PERCENT

?)
J.l

5.3
))

1

30.4
t.u

o

32.3
?

1) )
5.0

2.5
?

1

.1

i
N

M

I
N

U

T

E

S

691 100.0

3,2,2 Àffiliatinq Before the ExaminaLion

Àffiliating as an examination behaviour r,tas defined as whether or noL

the students talked with classmates immediately before the examinations.

Table 9 shows LhaL 57% of the students actually did affiliate in the

last half hour before their examination. A1bas and ÀLbas (1984:93)

described affiliation as a stress-coping behaviour used by many

students. They (1984:82) utilized the work of Schachter (1959) to
predict high levels of affiLiation, which they argue reached a peak in

the last half hour or so before the examination. The results of this
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study show that most students affiliated, but also it was evident that

many students had not affiiiated before the examination. The

significant question goes beyond the identification of the rate of

affiliation. i.ihy would some students affiliate while others did not?

This guestion is examined in the fol_Iowing presentation.

TÀBLE

Àffiliating Before

9

the Examination

AFF] Li ÀTED
DID NOT AFFILiATE
MT SSI NG

FREQIJENCY

394
292

J

VÀLID
PERCENT

q,'7 L

42.6

TOTÀL 691 100.0

3.2"3 students' Reasons for Àffitiatinq Before Their Exams

Table 10 presents the students' primary reason for affiliation at the

immediate pre-examination. Note that some numbers are not present

rvithin the tabre because very similar response types vrere grouped

together and only one number rlas retained. The modaL response, 17.g%,

was that students chose to affiliate to remain calm/relax before writing

their examination. Social comparison for accuracy, and self-enhancement

were the next most highly prevalent reasons for affiliation -- 12.7% of.

students wanteo to find out how r+etl others v¿ere prepared, and 13.0% of.

students had Iast minute questions.
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While each of the types of responses may be analyseC as an important

reason for affiLiation, the open-ended responses rvere grouped to aliow

for comparisons to Albas and Àrbas ( 1984:83-85). The types of

categories they used i+ere: 1 ) soc ial support, 2 ) seLf-enhancement, 3 )

accuracy, and 4) distraction. In cases where the reasons of students

I'Jere not clear the responses were caIIed 'other' reasons. The recode

siatement for the grouping of variables is shcwn in TabLe 1.

The grouped results were social support, j2.4%, self-enhancement,

23.9%, accuracyf 22.8%, distraction, 2.3%, and other reasons 3g.5%.

These results are contrary to the anxiety-affitiation hypcthesis (eIbas

& Àlbas, 1984:83), which predicts people are primarily motivated by need

for accuracy. While need for accuracy in social comparison was high,

22.8%, the variety of types of responses showed a greater prevalence of

self-enhancement reasons than for accuracy reasons when soc ial
comparison was the main reason for social affiliation. This result

supported the findings by Albas and Àlbas r+hich "clearly Iindicated that

students] concern is more r+i th self-enhancement than accuracy"

(1984:85). À1so, as an additional note, some 2,3% of. students reported

their main reason for affiliation was to avoid an accurate social

comparison.

This evidence is very supportive of the descriptions by Àtbas and

Àlbas (1984:83-85). That is, the evidence demonstrated

social-affiliation at the pre-examination occured for a variety of

reasons beyond accurate social comparison. A description of why the

students chose not to affiliate before the examination follows.
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TABTE 1 O

Students' Reasons For Affiliating

VÀLUE

1 DIDN'T WANT TO BE CONFUSED
2 GEÀR UP / STUDY FOR TEST
3 TO REMAJN CALM
4 NOT INTERESTED JN TATKING
5 FIND HOW WELL OTHER PREPARED
6 WISH EÀcH OTHER GOOD LUCK
7 LAST MINUTE QUESTIONS
8 DIDN'T WANT TO HEAR BRAGGERS

11 ÐIDN'T WANT TO GET TOO NERVOUS
12 LIKES TO KEEP TO ONESELF
1 3 GET MIND ON SOMETHING ELSE
14 DIÐN'T THINK IT WOUTD HELP
1 5 FTND OUT HOW ÀNXIOUS OTHER WAS

16 PROXiMiry / THEY ÀSKEÐ
17 CAME TO CLASS TOGETHER
18 EMOTTONÀL SUPPORT
21 TOO NERVOUS
22 GET'S R]D OF TENS]ON
23 DOESN'T KNOW ANYONE
24 FORM OF STUDYING
25 NO REASON
26 KEEP CONCENTRÀTION
27 DIDN'T l,¡ÀNT TO THINK ÀBOUT EXÀM
29 DIDN'T HÀVE TIME / LÀTE
31 REASSURÀNCE / COMPÀNTONSHTP
32 EXAM ON EVERYONES MIND
33 FRIENDS
35 SOCIATI ZE
36 SELF-CONFIDENT
37 FiND OUT HOW MUCH SEIF KNEW
38 SUPERSTITOUS
40 TOO BUSY CRÀMMING

MI SSING

TOTAL

FREQUENCY

3

4

50
4

43
3

ATlTT

2

3
)
4

1

2

27
3

11

3

tb
6

6

6

I
3

1

7

I
26
28

VÀLID
PERCENT

q

11
17 .8
1)

1) 1
q

13.0
.6

q

.5
1')

.6
8.0

q

q

a. '7

1.8
1.8
1.8
)L

o

.\1
L. t

2.4
7 .'l
8"3

?

a

'100.0

56

394
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3.2"4 sLudenÈs' Reasons for HoL effiriatinq Before Their Exans

Table 11 presents the students' primary reasons for not affiliating
immediately before their examinations. The single most prevalent reason

that students hao not affiliated was that 23.7% of students did not know

anyone. This $ras a passive type of reason for students'not to
affiliate. Students gave other reasons for not affiliating which could

be considered as much more active where the avoidance of interaction

with others was pursued so that the students could maintain their
sej-f-composure. Examples of students' active avoidance of affiliation
vrere as f ollows: 16.4% of students who said they did not want to be

confused, 11,1% of. students who stated they wanted to keep their
concentration, and 5.0% of students who did not want to affiliate
because they would get too nervous if they talked with cl-assmates before

their exams.

vihen the individual types of responses rvere grouped to enabre

comparison to Albas and Àrbas, the results were: social support aL 0.3%,

need for accuracy at 1.0%, self-enhancement at 15,4%, distraction at

2,4%, and other reasons at 80.8%. The responses for students who gave

social support and accuracy types of reasons r.¡ere re-examined because

these seemed to be odd. Socia1 support and accuracy were thought to be

results which i¡ou1d require aff iliation. I t was found that these

students had usually taJ.ked with a person other than a classnate. While

this was a type of affiliati.on it was not defined as affiliation because

the person lvas not a classmate. Àn analysis of the components of the

category of other reasons found that friendship, and

time-constralnLs/Lardiness were the major reasons for not affiLialing.



Overall, there are many reasons for students

others before examinations. Of great importance,

interpreted as a stress-coping behaviour for some

39

to not aff iliate with

not affiliating may be

students.

Further questions which go beyond an anaì.ysis of the amount and

reasons for not affiliating are: 1 ) how many of the non-affiliators
vranted to affíl-iate, and 2) what were their reasons for not affiliating
even when they stated that they wanted to affiliate with other students?
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VÀLUE

1 DiDN'T WANT TO BE CONFUSED
2 GEAR UP / STUDY FOR TEST
3 TO REMAIN CÀLM
4 NOT INTERESTED IN TALKING
5 FIND OUT HOW OTHER PREPARED
7 LÀST MINUTE QUESTIONS
B DIDN'T WANT TO HEÀR QUESTIONS

1 O WANTED TO GET EXAM OVER I,¡I TH.11 
DTDN'T WANT TO GET TOO NERVOUS

12 TIKES TO KEEP TO ONESELF
14 DIDN'T THINK TT WOUTD HELP
15 FIND OUT HOl,¡ ANXIOUS OTHER wÀS
16 PROXIMITY / THEY ÀSKED
17 CAME TO CLASS TOGETHER
19 DTDN'T I.IÀNT TO HEAR MISSED PART
20 SHY ÀBOUT TÀLKING
21 TOO NERVOUS
23 DOESN'T KNOW ÀNYONE
24 FORM OF STUDYING
25 NO REÀSON
26 KEEP CONCENTRATION
27 DTDN'T WÀNT TO THINK ÀBOUT EX
29 DIDN'T HAVE TIME / LATE
30 DIDN'T WÀNT T0 HEAR QUESTIoNS
34 NO MOOD TO TÀtK
35 SOCIALI ZE
36 SELF-CONFIDENT
38 SUPERSTITOUS
39 i NEVER DO

40 TOO BUSY CRAMMING
41 FRIENDS STUDYING
42 FEELING HUNGOVER

MI SSING

TÀBLE 1 1

Students' Reasons For Not Affiliating

FREQUENCY

TOTÀL 292

43
4

11

11

1

1

2

3
1aIJ

q

4

1

1

1

7

4
)
J

62
1

I
29

2

27
5

2

1

)
J

1

2

2

1

1

JU

VALiD
PERCENT

16.4
1.5
¿.)
4.2

L

L
o

1.1
s.0
'1 .9
1.5

¿.

,4
n"

2.7
t.5
1.1

23.7
.4

a1J. t

1'1 .1
.8

10.3
lo

.8
A,

t.t
A.

.8

.8
,4

¿.

100.0
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3"2"5 Wantinq Lo Affiliate Before Lhe ExaminaLion

'Wanting to affiliate' before an examination was defined as whether or

not a student wanted to talk with classmates (it they had not actual.J-y

affiliated) , or with another ( if they had affiliated) at their

examinations, but did not. Taken in conjuction with those who

affiliaied, this variable allows for an accurate assessment of those who

vtere'affiliators' before the examination. Comparisons to Schachter

(1959), and Albas and À1bas (1984) were best made using the combination

of actual affilíation and wanted affiliation. Àlbas and Àlbas ( 1 98a:82)

described these'affiliators' as a high percentage of students who would

want to affiliate, and of these many should actually affiliate
(Schachter,'1959; Deutcher, 1973).

The freguencies for wanted affiliation are presented in Table 12.

There were .15.6% of students who v¡anted to affiliate. A further

analysis of these students, by looking at whether they affiliated or did

not, found that only one third,or 5.0%, of the sample wanted to

affiliate but diC not. The other two-thirds, or 10.6%, wanted to

affiliate beyond their actual affiliation at the pre-examination. Thus,

when actual affiliators and those who wanted affiliation but did not

t+ere considered together there v¡ere 62.0% of students who rlere

'affiliators' . This result is simil-ar to Schachter's finding for the

prevalence of affiliation for those in high anxiety conditions
(1959:18). Àlbas and Atbas by assuming that the exam was a high stress

situation would have expected the prevaJ-ence of wanted affiliation to be

that which was found here. Thus, the results of this study support the

report by Àlbas and Àlbas for the prevalence of 'affiliators'.



Following is a description

even though they wanted to

of the students'

affiliate before

42

not affiliatingreasons for

thei r exams.

TABTE 1 2

Wanting to Àffiliate Before the Examination

FREQUENCY
VALT D

PERCENT

15.6
84 .4

WÀNTED TO AFFILIÀTE
DID NOT I^7ANT TO AFFILIATE
MI SSING

105
567

19

TOTÀt 691 100.0

3.2.6 Reasons for Not Àffiliatinq F{hen Students Wanted to Àffiliate
TabIe 1 3 presents the students' reasons for not affiliating, even though

the students' wanted affiriation. The modal response , q3.5%, was that

students' wanted to affiliate but did not because they did not kno1+

anyone at the exam. The remaining responses can only be considered as

individual cases as so few students wanted to affiliate before the exam

and did not affiliate.
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TÀBLE 1 3

Students' Reasons For Not Àffiliating When They Wanted to Àffiliate

VÀLUB

1 DIDN'T WANT 1O BE CONFUSED
2 GEÀR UP / STUDY FOR TEST
3 TO REMÀIN CÀLM
5 FIND OUT HOW OTHER PREPARED

14 DIDN'T THINK IT WOULD HELP
15 FIND OUT HOW ÀNXIOUS OTHER WÀS
20 SHY ÀBCUT TALKING
23 DOESN'T KNOW ANYONE
29 DIDN'T HÀVE TIME / LÀTE
41 FRIENDS STUDYING

MI SSI NG

FREQUENCY

1

1

3

1

1

I

1

10
3

1

4

VALID
PERCENT

A'):.J

4.3
IJ.U
4.3
L?
4.3
L1

43.5
13.0
4.3

100.0TOTÀL 27

3,2,7 Students'_ Reasons for Not Wanting Lo Af f iliate Before
Exams

Their

Table 14 presents the students' reasons for not wanting to affiliate at

the immediate pre-examination. The results were essentially the same as

those for not affiliating. Students' descriptions for not affiliating
and not wanting affilialion show that their acti.ons were methods which

allowed them to cope with the exam environment. Even though 9,9% of.

students came late, and thus did not have an opportunity to affiliate
with classmates, the remaining 91.2% had opportunity and rnany chose not

to affiliate. The major finding here is that many of those who did not

want affiliation staled that they did so primarily because they wanted

to maintain their self-composure by remaining caIm, not allowing other

students to confuse them, or by concentrating on the exarn.
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TABLE

Students' Reasons For Not

14

Wanting to Affiliate

VÀLUE

1 DIDN'T WÀNT TO BE CONFUSED
2 GEAR UP / STUDY FOR TEST
3 TO REMAIN CALM
4 NOT INTERESTED IN TÀLKING
7 LAST MiNUTE QUEST]ONS
B DiDN'T WANT TO IIEÀR BRÀGGERS

'1 O WÀNTED TO GET EXÀM OVER W] TH
11 DIDN'T WANT TO GET TOO NERVOUS
12 LIKES TO KEEP TO ONESELF
14 DIDN'T THINK IT I^IOULD HELP
16 PRoxrMiry / THEY ASKED
17 CAME TO CLASS TOGETHER
19 DIÐN'T VIÀNT TO HEÀR MISSED PÀRT
20 SHY ABOUT TALKING
21 TOO NERVOUS
23 DOESN'T KNOW ÀNYONE
24 FORM OF STUÐYING
25 NO REASON
26 KEEP CONCENTRATION
2J ÐIDN'T WANT TO THINK
29 DIDN'T HAVE TIME / LATE
3C DIDN'T WANT T0 HEÀR QUESTIoNS
34 NO MOOD TO TÀLK
35 SOCIÀLI ZE
36 SELF-CONFIDENT
38 SUPERSTIOUS
39 I NEVER DO

40 TOO BUSY CRAMM]NG
42 FEETING HUNGOVER

MI SSiNG

FREQUENCY

TOTAL 258 100.0

3.2.8 Exanination CenLraliÈv Before the ExaninaLion

The results of this study have shown the variations in the students'use

of social-affiliation before their examinations. A further descriptive

aspect of students'affiliation is a presention of what it r+as that the

41
J
a

11

1

2
')
J

IJ
L

3

1

1

1

3

3

51
1

7

29
2

23
5

2

1

3

1

2

2

1

23

VALiD
PERCENT

17 .4
1.3
3.4
4.7

¿.

q

1.3

)1
t.J

IL

,4
3.0
t.J
11

21 .7
4

3.0
12.3

q

9.8
2.1

o

,4
t.J
.4'o

q

,4
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students talked about most. Table 15 presents the freguencies for which

the examination v¡as, or wourd have been, the central topic of

conversation. The majority of studenLs who affiliated , 71.8%, wanted to

talk the most aboul the exan. Similaril-y, the majority of students who

wanted to affiliate, 67.6%, would have chosen to talk the most about the

exam.

TABLE 1 5

Examination Centrality nefore the Examination

( errr Lr ATED )
TÀIKED ÀBOUT EXAM
TALKED ÀBOUT OTHER
MI SSING

FREQUENCY

280
TCPrC 1 1 0

301

VALI D

PERCENT

71.8
28.2

TOTAL
(weHrn¡ TO ÀFFrtrÀTE)
TALKED ÀBOUT EXÀM
TÀLKED ABOUT OTHER TOPIC
MI SSTNG

691

72

35
583

100.0

67 .6
32 .4

TOTÀL 691 1 00.0

These distributions support the contentions by Àlbas and Albas

(1984:83) that the source of anxiety, the examination, is the central

reason for conversation, and that a significant number of students wil_1

talk about the examination. The relative importance of the topic of

conversation will be explored when the explanations for affiliation are

presented.
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3,2,9 EeEIled and Preferred Types of Af f iliaLion Before the
Examinat,ion

À final descripcive aspect of students' affiliation before the exams is

a description of whom the students actuaJ-ly affiliated, and with whom

they would have preferred to affil-iate. Tabte 16 presents the students'

assessment of the student with whom they talked the most immediately

before the exams. The students were asked to compare their orvn grade to

the others' grade with the others' grade being the point of reference

and assessed as much lower to much higher than their own grade on a

scale of 1 to 5. The modal response, 3 at 5j.g%, showed that most

students talked with others whose grades were similar to their own

grades (i.e. 3 on the scare of 5). The average response, mean = 3.1

(standard deviation .77), was for students to have actually affiliated
with students who had sLightLy grades than their own grades.

Reported Type of

TÀBLE 1 6

Àffiliation Before the Exanination

MUCH LOWER GRÀDE
SOMEWHÀT IOWER GRÀDE
SAME GRADE
SOMEWHAT HIGHER GRADE
MUCH HIGHER GRADE
Mi SSiNG

FREQUENCy

6

66
230

77
18

294

VÀLID
PERCENT

1.5
16.6
57 .9
19.4
4.5

TOTÀL 691 100.0
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Table 17 presents rhe students' preferred type of person r+ith whom

they wourd like to interact. The modal response, 3 at 42.2%, for

preferrec type of affiliation was the same as for actual type of

affiliation. Most students would have preferred to have interacted r+ith

a student whose grade that would have been the same as their own grade.

Ilowever, the average response for preferred type of affiliation, mean

=3.5 (standard deviatíon .86), was for students to have preferred

affiliation with students r+ho had higher grades than their own grades.

This difference witl be examined as a factor when an explanation for

aff iliation is presented.

PreferreC Type of

TÀBLE 11

Àffiliation Before the Examination

VÀLID
PERCENT

t.b
¿¿

J¡J

55.0
83.3
16 .7

MUCH TOWER GRÀDE
SOME}IHAT LOWER GRADE
SÀME GRADE
SOMEWHÀT HTGHER GRÀDE
MUCH HIGHER GRADE
M] SSiNG

FREQUENCY

10
21

350
lrot7)

106
55

TOTÀL 691 100.0

3.2,10

Students

hal f-hour

addition

RíLua1s Before the ExaminaLion

were asked if they acted out any specific rituals in the

before the exams. The use of rituals may have been

Lo, or exclusive of, the use of social affiliation. Thus,

last

in

Lhe



use of rituals

affiliation.
may be described 1n
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relation to the use of social

Thirty-three percent of the students said they acted out a ritual
before the examinatj.on. This result provided some support for the

report by Albas and Àlbas on the prevalence of rituals. Àlbas and Àlbas

(1984;77-18) described the use of rituals as an occurence where many

students would use rituals when they were alone or not able to utilise
social affiliation. A further analysis was performed by crosstabulating

rituals against affiliation to describe the relation of rituals !o

affiliation. students may have used either, both, or neither. The

results shor+: 14,3% used onJ-y rituars, 37.7% onry af f iliated, 19.3% used

both, and 28.7% used neither.

However' some questions remain on the reasons for the prevalence of

rituals in conjunction with affiliation beacuse there was a sizeable

group of students who used neither affiliation nor rituals. This resul-t

rvill be explored later. Next is an examination of the students' reasons

for their use of rituals.

3,2,11 Reasons for RiÈua1s Before the Examination-

The students' reasons for their use of rituals are presented in Tab1e

'f8. The modal response at 45% was that students used rituals to relax

or calm their nerves so that they would perform better on the exam.

self-enhancement was also achieved by clearing of the mind, for 5.6% of.

students, and distraction from thinking about the exam, for 7.9% of.

students. ÀIso, ân aid to performance through knowing that God was

helping to provide support r,¡as reported by 9"3% of. the students.
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These results support the interpretations of rituals given by Albas

and Albas (1984277) that students will use rituals to aid performance on

the exam. Clear]y, rituals may be described by students as methods

rçhich allowed them to cope with the stress of exams.

3,2,12 Tvpes of Rituals Before the Examination

The types of rituals used by students are presented in Table 19. The

modal category, 39.7%, was a self-prayer. The next most common rituals
were sitting peacefully, 10,5%, and going for a walk, 10.O%. The

diversity of types of rituals supports the descriptions by Atbas and

AIbas ( 1 984 277 -79) ,

TABLE 1 8

Reasons for Rituals Before the Examination

RELÀX i CnrU NERVES
D]STRACTION FROM EXÀM
MAKES SELF FEEL BETTER
TO HELP REMEMBER
KEEP CONFTÐENCE
CIEÀRS MiND
SELF_ENCOURÀGEMEI.IT
ÀNSÌ^IER QUESTIONS
SENSE OF SECURITY
DOESN'T KNOW

GOD IS HELPING
NERVOUS HÀBIT
AVOID PEOPLE
IMPROVES CONCENTRATI ON
MI SSING

I U I ¿Il.r

FREQUENCY

63
11

2
L
J

4
21

10
2

2

1

13

1

1

4

551

691

VÀLÏD
PERCENT

45.0
7.9
1.4
3.6
)a

rþ.u
7.1
1.4
t.4
.7

9.3
.7
,7

2.9

100.0
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Types of

TABLE 1 9

Rituals Before the Examination

SELF-PRAYER
GO TO CHURCH
SIGN OF CROSS
DEEP BREATHING
WORE SPECIAL RINGS
MEDI TÀTE
POSiTiVE THiNK]NG
SÀME/EXAM CLOTHES
WENT TO WASHROOM

GOOD IUCK CHARM
VIDEO GAMES
WENT FOR À I^IALK
FÀVORTTE PENS/PENClL
CRAMMTNG MATERIAL
SIT PEÀCEFUILY
SAT SÀME ÀREA CIÀSS
DROVE À CERTAIN ROUTE
L]STENS TO MUSIC
coFFEE / CrCennrrn
THINK SOMETHING ELSE
TALK OTHER THINGS
STUDY OTHER TH]NGS
TÀtK I^T]TH FRIEND
TÀLK TO SELF
ARRIVE EÀRLY
MI SSI NG

FREQUENCY

83
2

1

4

2

5

2

2

4

1

1

21

1

12
22

1

1

I
14
13

1

2

2

3

1

482

VÀLID
PERCENT

39.7
1.0

q

lo
1.0
1A

n

.0
q

L

tr

10.0
.5

10.5
q

L

3.8
6.7
6.2

L

.0

.0
t1

L

TOTÀL 100.0

3,3 STTJDENTS' POST-EX.âM BEHÀVIOURS

The following sect ion descr ibes the students' post-exam phase

activities. The questions asked students about their post-exam

behaviour and were similar to the questions asked about their pre-exam

behaviour. The presentation of the resulls for this section will

691



parallel the format for

section.

the presentation of results

JI

in the previous

The freguency dislributions for the time students finished writing

the exams, departure destination, affiliation, reasons for affiliation,
reasons for nol affiliating, wanting affiliation, reasons for wanting to

affiliate, reasons for not wanting to affiliate, exam centrality, actuaÌ

type of affiliation, preferred type of affiliation, and post-exam

rituals are presented to describe the prevaJ.ence and types of

post-examination activities.

3,3"1 Tine LefÈ When Students Finished Writinq the Exans

Table 20 shows the frequency disr.ribution for amount of time left when

the students finished wriiing the exams. The distribution of times was

negatively skewed so that students tended Lo finish nearer to the end of

the allcted time for the exams. The modal response was for srudents to

finish writing the exams exactly at the end. There v,ere two other

prevalent responses at respectively 5 and 10 minutes before the end of

allotted time. Àlso, 5% of. students reported that they were allowed to

continue writing their exa¡ns past the end of allotted time.

The above descriptions of the tinre at which students finished writing

the exams matched ihe descriptions by A1bas and Àlbas ( 1 984 t117) as

there were obvious waves of departure shown as the secondary peaks, and

far fewer students who left very early from their exams. Notably, a

minor difference from the descriptions by Àlbas and Albas was that

students were allowed to continue writing past the end of allotted time.

This difference is probably due to the informality of the mid-term
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examination rules as opposed lo the fornal-ity of the final-exam which

they primarily described.

TABTE 20

Time l,eft i^ihen Finished Exam

VALUE

-15
-10
-5
-3
-¿
-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

I
10
IL

13
15
)r\
23
25
30
40

Mi SSING

TOTÀL

FREQUENCY

1

2

11

l
oU
'1

204
3

14
12

4
1 0'1

1

I
112

2

1

49
32

1

5

20
1

9'1

VALID
PERCENT

T
j
M

E

.2

.B

.¿
{

.¿

I
N

M
j
N

U

T

E

S

34.0
ç

¿.3
2.0

1

16.8
)

12

18.7

a.¿
8.2
\.{

)
.8

<¿

"¿

691 100.0
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3"3"2 DeoarLure From Èhe ENamination

The students were asked where they went immediately after they had

finished writi.ng their exams. Table 21 shows the types of places where

the students went. The two most prevaì.ent destinations were their home

or residence, 32.2%, and to their next crass, 31.2%. The low freouency

items v¡ere also of great interest as only 0.7% of. students went to the

instructor's office, and only 2.1% of students stayed immediately

outside the exam room.

The description of posr-exam departure destinations was similar to
those described by Àlbas and Àlbas (1984:133) as most students moved to

a variety of loose settings ( i.e. home, lunch, 9ym, etc. ) and few

students moved to tight settings (i.e. instructor's office). one

notable di fference between the results of this sLudy and the

descriptions by Albas and Albas is thal fer+ students said they stayed

outside the exam room for the first half hour. While this does not

preclude the possibility for students to have interacted wiih each other

after the exams, it may have influenced the duration and intensity of

their affiliation. This difference may have been a function of their
writing a mid-term examination rather than a final examination.
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TABLE 21

Departure From the Examinatj.on

ANOTHER CLASS
HOME/RESiDENCE
OUTSIDE EXÀM ROOM

PROF'S OFF]CE
V]DEO GAMES/GYM
LOUNGE/BÀR
LUNCH
LI BRARY

MEET FRiENDS
MI SSING

FREQUENCY

210
217

14
J

IJ
29

139
37
10
1'7

VÀLiD
PERCENT

?1 )
32 "2a1

.l
1.9
4.3

2C .6

691 100.0

3,3"3 Àffiliatinq Àfter lhe ExaminatÍon

Affiliating at the post-examinaiton phase was defined as whether or not

the students talked with cÌassnates immediately after their

examinations. Table 22 shows that 45.9% of the students did affiliate
in the first half-hour after their examinations. ÀIbas and Albas

(1984:120) described post-exam affiliation as a stress-coping behaviour

used by most students. The results of this study show that many

students affiliated, but that most students had not affiliated
immediatery after the mid-term examinations. I.ihile the rate of

affiliation was somewhat lower than that which Albas and Albas report,

the significant question goes beyond a description of the rate of

affiliation. r.ihy would some students affiliate after the exam while

others wourd not? This question is examined in the following



presentation of students' reasons for

the post-exam phase.

affilLating or

TÀBLE 22

Affiliating Àfter the Examination

55

not affiliating at

ÀFFI LI ÀTED
DTD NOT AFFILIÀTE
MISSiNG

FREQUENCY

JII
366

14

VALID
PERCENT

¿ç Q

54. 1

TOTÀL 691 100.0

3.3.4 Students' Reasons for Affiliatinq Àfter The Exams

The distribution of students'primary reasons for affiliating after the

examinations is presented in Table 23. The modal response, ât 36.9%,

ilas students affiliated so that they could guestion others to find out

how the others felt about Lhe exams. Many of the other less frequeni

reasons v¡ere similar to this response and indicated that students wanted

to assess accuracy in sociaJ. comparison. À1I of the remaining types of

responses were of much lower prevalence. yet, there were several

interesting groups of similar response types.

Students r+ere interested in finding out how weli- they performed on

their exans. Some 5.5% of. students checked with others to see if they

both had given the same answers to the quesLions. AIso, 4,4% of

students asked others for their ansriers for questions r+ith which lhey

had probl-ems.
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Another group of reasons centered around the proxemics of the

situation. some 4.1% of students said their primary reason for

affili.ation was thar other siudenrs had asked them questions about the

exams. A few other responses included 2.6% of. students r+ho affiliated
because they left the exam together and walked to their next class, and

0.7% of. students who talked about the exam as they left to go to runch.

Similar to the reasons for affiliating at the pre-exam, the reasons

for affiliating ar the post-exam r,lere grouped to allow for comparisons

to Albas and Albas. The same types of categories as used for the

pre-exam Ìlere again used. Note, the recode statement for the grouping

of var iables v¡as presented in Tabl_e 1 .

The grouped results were social support , 12.2%iaccuracy, 5j.9%;

distraction, +.1%; self-enhancement , 0.0%; and other reasons , 2s.g%.

These results are contrary to the descriptions by Àlbas and Albas

( 1 984 :121) as accuracy of soc ial comparison was shown to be a very

prevaJ-ent reason for affiliation. Distraction of other students from

talking about the exam by tal-king about other things was shown to be a

reason tor 4.1% ot students. This supports the statement by Albas and

Àlbas (1984:119) that Schachter may have been too hasty in discounting

the importance of "a mental diversion from a miserable situation" as one

reason for affiliation. Very problematic for Àlbas and Albas, however,

$¡as the lack of reasons which may be described as self-enhancement

reasonS. They reported that self-enhancement reasons would be

prevalent. It may be lhat students did not distinguish between social

support for themselves, and social- support for others when they gave

their responses. Further questions would have been necessary to
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TÀBLE 23

Reasons for Àffiliating at the Fost-exam

VÀLUE

,1 
CHECK FOR SÀME ÀNS}TERS

2 DOESN'T WÀNT TO KNOW DIFFER
3 NO OPPORTUNTTY
4 NO NEED
5 FOR SOCIAL COMPARISON
6 ASK ABOUT PROBLEM QUESTIONS7 MEET FRIENDS
8 SHÀRE FEEL]NGS

10 I,¡ENT TO NEXT CLÀSS
1 1 DOWNGRÀDE THE CLASS
12 BAD MOOD ÀBCUT EXAM
1 3 FI ND HOI{ OTHER' S FELT
14 UNSURE OF OWN PERFORMÀNCE
1 5 RELÀX/RELIEVE TENSTON
16 EI'IBARÀSSMENT
17 DIDN'T THINK IT WOULD HURT
18 DTDN'T WANT TO FEEL STUPID
19 FRIEND LEFT
20 FIND OU? HOW SELF DID
21 WENT HOME
22 I^IÀNTED TO FORGET EXAM
23 NOT INTERESTED
25 WENT TO TUNCH
26 DEPRESSED
27 WENT ELSEWHERE/NO TIME
30 oTHER'S ÀSKED QUESTIONS
32 KNEW DrD WErL/NO NEED
33 HÀD ÀNOTHER EXAM LATER
37 COMPLÀIN ÀBOUT TIME
38 SOCIATI ZE
39 HÀBIT
43 I^¡ALK FRIEND TO NEXT CLÀSS
45 WENT SHOPPiNG
48 DIDN'T I^IANT TO HEAR BULLSHIT
49 FiND OUT IF MARKS CURVED
50 ÐETERMINE IF FÀIR EXÀM
51 SEEMED NATURAL TO TAIK

MI SSi NG

FREQUENCY

TOTAL 100.0

15
4

3

4

4

12

15
3

4

2

2

100
2

21
1

3

1

3

21

4

7

2

2

1

2

tt
1

2

1

I
1

3

1

1

1

2

1

40

VALID
PERCENT

LL

1.1
t.5
Itr

4.4

11

.7

.1
36.9

.1
7.7

L

1.1
,4

t.t
7.7
1.5
2.6

.7

.7

.7
4,1

L

.7
4

3.0
,4

1.1
L

"4
,4
.7
,4
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determine which reason the students really mean,, to give for the
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quest i on .

3"3'5 sLudenLs' Reasons for NoL AffÍr.iatinq AfLer The Exams

?able 24 shows the students'primary reason for not affiliating after
the examinatíons. The modal response aL 21.4% was students did not

affiliate because either their friends had left ihe examination site, or

'uhey did no¡ know anyone outside the examinalion room. Similar to not

affj.liating at the pre-examination phase, this r+as a passive type of

avoidance of affiliation r+ith classmates. Some students had not

affiliated because they had other commitments elsewhere. Of these

students, 19.3% had other classes, and 3.3% r+ent ersewhere.

0thsr reasons suggested that for many students aff iliation ryas

actively avoided. Included here were 9.6% of students who wanted to

forget abouc the exams, 5.7% of. students who did not want to know about

differences between their ansv¡ers and the anslrers of others, and 2.7% ot

students who said that they were just not interested in talking with

others after the exams.

The responses v¡ere again grouped to enable comparison io Àlbas and

Àlbas (Recode statement in Table 1). The grouped results were: social

support, 2,4%; accuracy , 3.9%ì distraction, l 5.4%; serf-enhancement,

0.0%; and other reasons, 78.3%. When these results were compared to the

grouped results for those who affiriated, the grouped types of social

support and need for accuracy are less important reasons for those who

did not affiliate after the exams. À1s0, distraction as a reason rvas

much more prevalent for those who did not affiliate than for those who

affiliated. The category oi other reasons for not affiliat!ng included
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TABLE 24

Reasons for Not Affiliatíng at the Post-exam

VALUE FREQUENCY

'1

19
1

11
1

4

3

64
3
oU

2

6

5

71

1

1E

32
9

2

3

2

11

1

15
2

3

5
4

2

I

1

1

4

2

1

1

I

1

1

34

VALID
PERCENT

)

5.7
11

?

t.¿

19.3
ct

at1¿.2

.5
t.ö

)1 t
)

11 É.

9"6
)1

.6
o

.6
3.3

?

¿q
.6

o

1)
.6

t.¿
.6

?

2

.3
¿

1

2
)
J

4

6

1

9

10
1)
13
14

15
17
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
JI
3¿
33
34
35
35
38
40
41
+¿
44
46
47
52

CHECK FOR SÀME ÀNSI^IERS
DOESN'T WANT TO KNOW DiFFER
NO OPPORTUNITY
NO NEED

ÀsK ABOUT PROBLEM QUESTTONS
MEET FRIENDS
TOO ÀNXIOUS TO TÀLK
WENT TO NEXT CLASS
BÀD MOOD ÀBOUT EXAM
FIND HOl^¡ OTHER'S FELT
UNSURE OF OWN PERFORMANCE
RELÀX/RELIEVE TENSION
DI DN' T THi NK T T I^IOULD HELP
FRIEND IEFT
FIND OUT HOW SELF DID
WENT HOME

WANTED TO FORGET EXÀM
NOT INTERESTED
HÀBT T
WENT TO LUNCH
DEPRESSED
WENT ELSEWHERE/NO TIME
TÀLKING MÀKES NERVOUS
FINISHED EARLY ÀND IEFT
OTHER' S ÀSKED QUEST]ONS
WENT HOME TO SLEEP
KNEW DID WELL/NO NEED
HÀD ÀNOTHER EXAM LÀTER
REÀDING TEXT ÀNSI^¡ERS

FINISHED LATE/NO OPPORTUNITY
TOO BUSY THINKING ÀBOUT EXAM
SOCIÀLI ZE
TI RED/EXAUSTED
HOMEWORK

T00K EXÀl'f LATE
WENT TO GYM

FIND OUT IF DIFFICUTT FOR OTHER
NEVER DOES
EMBARRASSED ÀBOUT MÀRK

MISS]NG

TCTAL 366 100.0
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a great variety of types of reasons ranging from a lack of need or

interest in affiliation to nervousness or anxiety after the exams. I^7ith

both affiliating and not affiLiating having such large 'other' reason

categories, the utility of the grouped reasons may be such that the

information students gave would be better util-ized by reanalyzing the

responses using a different formula for grouping.

Overa11, the significance of these descriptions of reasons for not

affiliating was that students described a wide variety of reasons, and a

high prevalence of barriers to affiliation after the exams. Also, not

affliliating after the exams was described as a stress-coping behaviour

by on]-y some of the students. A description of students who wanted to

affiliate but did not affiliate foltows.

3,3,6 Wantinq Lo Affiliate ÀfLer lhe Exarnination

'Wanting to affiliate'after an examination was defined as whether or

not a student wanted to talk with classmates (ii ttrey had not actually

affiliated), or with another (if they had affiliated) at the

examinations, but did not. Taken in conjunction with those who

affiliated after exams, this variable allows for an assessment of those

v¡ho were 'affiliators' after the examinations.

Table 25 shows the frequencies for wanting to affiliate after the

exams. There were 19.9% of. students who wanted to affiliate. À

crosstabulation of these students by those who affiliated shov¡s 10,7% of.

the studenls wanted to affiliate but did not. The reniaining 9.9% of.

students had affilated and wanted further affiliation after the exams.

Thus, ¡+hen actual affiliation (45.9%, as shown in Table 22), and those
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rvho wanted affiliation but did not v¡ere considered together, there were

56.8% of students who were 'affiliators' after the exams. This result

provided support for the descriptions by Àlbas and Albas for the

prevalence of 'affiliators' . The folJ.owing is a presentation of the

students' reasons for not affiliating even though they wanted to

TABTE 25

Wanting to Àffiliate Àfter the Examination

FREQUENCY
VÀLID

PERCE}IT

19.9
80.1

WANTED TO ÀFFIL]ATE
DID NOT I^IÀNT TO AFFILIATE
MI SST NG

133
53s

TOTAL 691 1 00.0

affiliate after the exams.

3.3.7 Reasons for Not effiliatinq When SLudenLs WanLed Lo Affiliate
Table 26 shows the students' reasons for not affiliating even though

they wanted to affiliate after the exams. The maLn response types were

reasons revolving around a lack of opportunity as 20.9% reported that

their friends hac l-eft the exam site, 20.g% reported that they had to

go to their next cJass, 10,4% finished their exams earlier than other

students and left to do other things, 6.0% r¡ent elsewhere for work or

travel, and 4,5% simply stated that they had had no opportunity to

affiliate imnediately after the exams.
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The individual- types of reasons r.vere grouped as before (see recode

statement in Table 1 ) to enable comparisons to Àlbas and ÀIbas. The

grouped resuits were: social support, 6.0%; accuracy, 9"0%¡

di.straction, 7 ,5%ì serf -enhancement , 0.0%¡ and other reasons , 77 ,6%,

These results rlere similar to the grouped results for those who did not

affiliate after the exam. overall, r+ith social support being of lower

prevaLence than accuracy of soc ial compar i son , the results rvere

contradictory to the interpretations by ÀIbas and Àlbas (1984 2121) for

reasons behind r+anting to affilate.

TABLE 26

students' Reasons for Not Àffiliating when They wanted to Affiliate

VALUE

1 CHECK F'OR SÀME ANSI,IERS
2 DOESN'T l^¡ÀNT TO KNOW DIFFER
3 NO OPPORTUNITY
4 NO NEED
9 TOO ANXTOUS TO TÀLK

1 O WENT TO NEXT CLÀSS
13 FIND HOI,I OTHER'S FELT
1 5 RELÀX/RELIEVE TENSTON
17 DIDN'T THINK ]T WOULD HELP
1 9 FRIEND LEFT
20 FIND OUT HOW SELF DID
21 WENT HOME

22 WANTED TO FORGET EXAM
24 HABIT
27 WENT ELSEWHERE/NO TIME
29 FINISHED EARLY AND IEFT
4O TI REDÆXAUSTED

MÏ SSiNG

FREQUENCY

1

1

1

1

14
+

4
1

t4
1

4

1

It

7

1

5

VÀLIÐ
PERCENT

l<

4.5

1.5
20.9
6.0
6.0
1.5

20.9
1"5
7q
6.0

6.0
10.4

1tr

100.0TOTAL 72
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3'3,8 SLudenLs Reasons for Not WanLinq Lo ÀffiliaLe AfÈer The Exams

Students' reasons for not r+anting to affiliate and not affiliating are

presented in Tab1e 27. These results are essentially the same as those

for not affiliating when they wanteo to affiliate.

The modal response was that students' friends had left or were not

outside the exam room. This again suggested ihat the lack of friends

outside the room posed a major barrier to affiliation. The next most

prevalent reason was that 19.9% had to leave to go to their next class.

This result, which was different than those reported by AIbas and Albas,

may be a function of the students writing mid-term exams instead of

final-exams, and having other classes after their exams. Other reasons

suggested a more active avoidance of affiliation. There were 6.8% who

said that they wanted to avoid finding out differences between their
answers and the answers of other students. These students would fit
well into the framework by ÀIbas and Àlbas (1984:130) because their
behaviour could be interpreted as not affiliating to avoid "actually

increasing anxiety l-evel-s". Other active avoidance behaviours t+ere

10.6% who wanted to forget about the exams, and 6.1% who simply said

they had no need to talk with other students. These types of reasons do

not support resulr.s of the ÀLbas and Àlbas study. A possible reason for

this difference may be that Albas and ÀIbas reported too high a

prevalence of a desire for affiliation.

The indii,idual reasons were again arranged as grouped response types

(see recode staiement in Table 1). The results were: social support at

1 .5%, accuracy aL 2.7%, distraction at 17 .5%, self -enhancement at 0.0%,

aqd other reasons at 78.3%, These results provide some support for
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TABLE 27

Reasons for Not Wantinq to Affiliate at the post-exam

VÀLUE

2 DOESN'T WANT TO KNOI{ DIFFERENCES
3 NO OPPORTUNITY
4 NO NEED

6 ÀsK ÀBOUT PROBLEM QUESTIONS
7 MEET FRIENDS
9 TOO ÀNXIOUS TO TALK

1 O WENT TO NEXT CLÀSS
12 BÀD MOOD ÀBOUT EXAM
13 FTND HOW OTHER'S FELT
14 UNSURE OF OWN PERFORMANCE
15 RELÀX/RELIEVE TENSION
17 DTDN'T THJNK IT WOULD HELP
1 9 FRTEND LEFT
21 WENT HOME

22 WANTED TO FORGET EXAM
23 NOT INTERESTED
24 HÀBiT
25 WENT 1O LUNCH
26 DEPRESSED
27 WENT ETSEWHERE/NO TrME
28 TALKING MAKES NERVOUS
29 FINISHED EARLY ÀND LEFT
30 OTHER'S ÀSKED QUESTTONS
3.1 WENT HOME TO SLEEP
32 KNEW DrD WELr/NO NEED
33 HAD ANOTHER EXÀM LÀTER
34 REÀÐING TEXT ANSWERS
35 FTNTSHED LATE/NO OPPORTUNITY
36 TOO BUSY THINKING ÀBOUT EXAM
38 SOCIALI ZE
4O TIRED/EXAUSTED
41 HOMEWORK

42 TOOK EXÀM tATE
44 WENT TO GYM

46 FIND OUT IF DIFFICULT FOR OTHER
47 NEVER DOES
52 EMBÀRRÀSSED ABOUT MARK

MISSING

TOTÀL

FREQUENCY
VÀLID

PERCENT

6.8
Itr

b. ì

a

19.0
1.1

.B
o

20 "9
3.8

10"6
?¿

1.1

¿" /
L

3.0
"8

l.l
1.9
lrì

.8
A.

.4
A.

t.t
.8
,4

¿.

L

L

Â.

100.0

18
4

tb
'1

4

2

50
3

4

2

2

4

55
10
28

9

I

3

2
't

I

I
^2

3

5

4

2

I

1

1

3

2

28

291
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Albas and Albas as distraction of others was shown to be of importance

for some students which suggested that students actively avoided

affil-iation after the exams. One interpreiation of the results was that

not affiliating immediately after the exams r+as a a stress-coping

behaviour for some students. AIso to support the stalement Lhat not

affiliating was a stress-coping action r,las some students reported

affiliatLng would be detrimental to then because it would produce

greater tension and anxiety.

3,3.9 Examination CenLralitv ÀfLer Èhe ExaminaLion

À further descriptive aspect of studenls' affiliation after the

examination was the degree to which the examination itself was the

central topic of conversation. The frequencies for which the

examination was or would have been the central topic of conversation are

shown in Table 28. The vast majority of students who affiliated, 89.1%,

talked about exams. AIso, for those who wanted to affiliate buL did not

a great number, 75,9%, wanted to talk about exams. These results

suggested that the exam itself was a primary factor behind students'

affiliation after the exams. This factor will be explored further when

the expJ-anations for affiliation are presented.
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TABTE 28

Examination Centrality Àfter the Examination

(e¡'ni LI ATED )
TALKED ABOUT EXAM

FREQUENCY

278

VÀLiD
PERCENT

89.1
10.9TALKED ÀBOUT OTHER TOPIC 340

MI SSI NG 379

ToTAL 691 1 00.0
(w¡Nrnn ro ÀFFTLTATE)
TATKEDÀBOUTEXAM 110 75.9
TALKED ÀBOUT OTHER TOPIC 35 24.1
Mi SSING 546

TOTAL 691 100.0

3.3.10 Reoorted arrd Preferred Tvpes
Exanination

of Àffiliation Àfter the

A final aspect of students'affiliation after the exams is a description

of those with whom the students actually affiliated, and with whon they

would have preferred to have affiliated. The operationalization of

these variables at the post-exam phase was the same as that for the

pre-exam phase. The students were asked to compare thier or,ln grade with

the others' grade with the others' grade being the point of reference

and assessed as much higher to much lower (1=much lower to 5=much

higher ) .

Table 29 shows the freguencies for the students assessment of the

student with whom they tatked the most after their exams. The modal

response, ât 52,0%, was that studenis talked with others who had a



similar grade

the distribut

tended to aff

own.

to their own. Àlso, the calculat

ion, mean = 3.0 (standard deviation

iliate with others who had the same

ion of

.84) ,

type of

6"7

the average for

showed students

grade as their

Reported Type of

TABLE 29

Àffiliation After the Exam

MUCH LOWER GRADE
SOMEWHAT LOWER GRÀDE
SÀME GRADE
SOMEWHÀT HIGHER GRADE
MUCH HiGHER GRÀDE
MI SSI NG

FREQUENCY

10
67

169
64
15

343

VÀLID
PERCENT

)1
J.l

20.6
52. 0
19 .7
4.6

I LJ I ¡iL 691 100.0

Table 30 shows the freguencies for the type of student wlth whom

students rvould have preferred to have affiliated after their exams. The

modal response, aL 63.5%, was that students would have preferred to have

affiliated r+ith other students whose grades v,ere similar to their own.

Sonrewhat different here from the distribution of actual affiliation was

that the calculation of the average response (mean = 3.2, standard

deviation .79) showed students would have preferred to affiliate with

someone who had a grade which was higher than their own.
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Both of the distributions for actual and preferred affiliation after

the exams v,ere similar to the distributions for types of affiliation
before the exams. Note, while the difference between actual affiLiation
and preferred affiliation was in the directj.on for students to have

preferred to have affiliated with a student with a higher grade, the

difference at the post-exam phase (3.2 - 3.0= 0.2) r+as not as great as

it was at the ímmediate pre-exam phase (3.5 - 3.1 = 0.4). À possibJ-e

reason for this decrease in differences, taken from the evident changes

in reasons for affiliation, rlas that students most often affiliated for

self-enhancement reasons at the immediate pre-exam phase and shifted to
need for accuracy reasons at the post-exam phase. Thus, before the

exams the types of students who r+ere ava i labre to provide

self-enhancenent need not have been those who were expected to get

higher grades. However, after the exams the students who could provide

Preferred Type of

TÀBLE 3O

Affiliation After the Exam

MUCH TOWER GRADE
SOMEWHAT LOWER GRÀDE
SÀME GRÀDE
SOMEWHÀT HIGHER GRADE
MUCH HiGHER GRADE
MI SSiNG

FREQUENCY

22
54

4'1 5

124
39
37

VATID
PERCENT

8.3
63.5
19.0
6.0

TOTAL 691 100.0
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an accurâte ãssessment of the exam were those who had similar graoes.

Oirerall, students'types of affiliation followed the interpretations of

Àlbas ano AIbas (1984:124) where students acted in a manner other than

their preferences for types of affiliation. These variables will be

examined as possible factors behind the rate of affiliation when an

explanation for affiliation is presented.

3.3,11 RiLuals After Lhe ExaninaÈions

Students were asked if they acted oul any specific rituals in the first
half hour after the exams. The operationalization of rituals vlas

simirar to that for the pre-examination. unfortunateJ.y, unlike the

pre-exam phase, a guestion about reasons for post-exam rituals was not

included because of space and tine constraints for the questionnaire.

The students may have used rituals in addition to or exclusive of the

use of affiliation after the exams. When rituals after the exams are

described in their relation to social affiliation to show how students

used eíther, both, or neither, the distributions were: 3.5iá used only

rituals, 42.0% used onJ.y affiliation, 3.0% used both, and 51.5% used

neither. Notab1y, the prevalence and variations in the sizes of each of

these groups were different from those of the pre-exam phase. Far fewer

students had utilized rituals at the post-exam phase, (6.5%) than at the

immediate pre-exam phase, (33.6%), Since students use of rituals at the

immediate pre-exam phase had been prirlarily to gain self-enhancement

through relaxation, a possible reason for the reduction in the use of

rituaLs was that ritual-s were only considered as a self-enhanceing type

of behaviour. While a question to ask the students for their reasons
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for use of rituals at the post-exam was not included, âD inference can

be made as to the changes in stress-coping strategies from the immediate

pre-exam phase to the post-exam phase. The reasons for aff iliati.on

shifted from mainly self-enhancing at the immediate pre-exam to need for

accuracy at the post-exan, demonstrating that the primary meaning of

affiliation had shifted over time. since rituals are primarity a

non-sociaJ. type of behaviour they would normally not be able to provide

the students with an accurate social comparison of their position on the

exams. Therefore, rituals may have been less evident because they were

not enabling the students to gain an accurate social comparison. The

types of rituals students used after the exams follow.

3,3.12 Types of Rituals After lhe Examinations

Tab1e 31 presents the types of rituals used by students after their

exams. The modal category, 76.7%, lJas a self-prayer. Àll other types

were indivi.dual responses. Having described students' behaviours, next

is a presentation of what best predicts students'use of affiliation and

rituals al the pre-exam and post-exam phases.
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TABLE 31

Examination Rituals After the Examination

FREQUENCY

SELF_PRAYER
THANKED GOD FOR BEING THERE
PROFÀNI TI ES

SMOKED A CIGÀRETTE
GYM WORK OUT
I,IENT TO PARTY/BAR
CHECKED EÀRLIER GRADES
HEÀVY SIGH
LJSTEN TO FAVORITE MUS]C
VIDEO GAMES TO COOL DOWN

THOUGHT PESSIMIST]CLY
M] SSI NG

33
1

1

'1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

648

VALTD
PERCEI.iT

76.7

2"3
'') ')

)')
¿"3
)7

2.3
)?
2.3

TOTAL 691 100.0

3.4 EXPTAINING THE srttDENTst IUIIEDIATE pRE-ExÀM pHÀsE BEHÀvIouRs

Stepwise discriminate function analyses were carried out to fino out

what best predicted the prevarence of students 1 ) affiriation, and 2)

rituals at the immediate pre-examination phase. Demographic, academic,

attributional, cognitive, and behaviouraL variables r+ere used as

independent variabres for the prediction of students' behaviours.

3.4.1 Exolaininq Studentst Àffiliatinq at

The students' rvere categorized as whether

Èhe Pre-exan Phase

the students either: 1 )

The following independent

membership. Demographic

Academic variables were

affiliated, or 2) had not affiliated.
variables were included as predictors of group

variabl-es were sex, â9ê, and birth order.
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course to program, expected grade 1n course, average

letter grade in program, and year in program. Attributional variables

were the importance of l"uck, task difficurty, level of ability, and mood

as influences on the students' performance on the test. Cognitive

variables havi.ng to do with students interpretations of the exam

environment were: leveL of uncertainty, leveL of anxiety, leveL of

perceived control, inportance of accuracy, importance of distraction,

importance of avoidance, and the ac tual and preferred types of

classmates chosen based upon their grades in comparison to the students'

own grades. Behavioural variables were time of arrival at the exam,

brought books, class attendance during the term, and how often the

student talked r+ith cl-assmates during the term. Categorial variables

were dummy-coded to enable their inclusion in the analysis.

0f the 691 respondents, 5 were dropped from the analysis because of

missing data for the classification of affiliating. Missing data for

the independent variables r+ere scattered over cases and variables.

Students answered ninty seven percent of the guestions. Missing data

were recoded with the variabl-e means substituted for .the missing

responses. The choice of substitution of means for missing values was

used to enable the retention of the greatest number of respondents. The

discriminant function procedure deletes cases listwise, and would in

fact have reduced the sample size to 586 if substitution of group means

was not used. Note, additional discriminant function analyses was

performed to determine if thi.s procedure influenced the selection of

variables. The results of lhese analyses showed the same variables were

selec ted.



The distribution of students' on afiiriation is presented

-aIJ

in Table

32. since there were unequal numbers of students in each group, the a

priori probabiiities fbr classification of predicted group mernbership

were adjusted so that the predictions l¡ere vleighted to reflect the same

probabilities of the characteristics of the known popuiation. Since

this procedure r,¡as carried out, one must be aware that those groups

which had a greater variance about their group centroid wouLd more often

be the group for v¡hich membership ¡+as predicted even when the

probabilities of inclusion were adjusted as higher (tabachnick & FideIl,
1983:300 ) .

TÀBLE 32

Number of Srudents in Each Group (Àffiliating at pre-exam)

AFFI Li ÀTED
DID NOT AFFIL]ATE
M] SSING

NUMBER OF CASES

394
292

q
J

PERCENT

57 .9
42.3

TOTÀL 691 100.0

Àn examination of the histograms shor+ing the dispersion of groups

about their centroids indicates that those who had affiLiated r+ere more

widely dispersed about their centroid than rvere those who had not

affiliated. Neither distribution was highly skewed. Thus, the

probabilities of inclusion for predicted group membership vlere minimally

adjusted to.55, and .45 which slightly differed from the actual
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proportions within the distribution, .51, and .43, for group '1 and group

2 respectively. NotabJ-y, ihe adjustment of probabilities only

influenced the classification of respondents for their group membership.

The level of significance and structure of the discriminant functions

were not influenced by this procedure (Tabachnick & Fide11, 1983:300).

Before proceeding with the interpretation of the discriminant

function analysis, the sample was analysed to see if there were any

univariate or multivariate outliers. There were several univariate

outliers in the sampJ-e. These were scattered across the variabLes of

â9e, time of arrival, and class attendance. These outliers r,rere

examined and were found to be valid responses. The distributions of the

variabLes for r+hich outliers were found were examined and found to be

sJ-ightIy skewed distrib'utions. Use of these variables may violate the

assumption of normality for tests of statisitical significance. Since

the number of cases was small, the following corrective procedure was

carried out to enable the inclusion of these cases and variables in

f urther anaLyses .

Each of the above variables was transformed by recoding the extreme

scores so that the distribution approximated a normal distribution. Àge

was recoded so that ages 24 and above lrere considered as being age 24.

Time of arrival r+as recoded r+ith times of 25 minutes and earlier

considered as being 25 minutes before the exams. Class attendance r+as

recoded with absenteeism of 9 or nore classes considered as being absent

for 9 classes.
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An analysis of the discriminant function scores showed that there

were no significant multivariate outliers at the p < .0'1 level when

Mahalanobis' D2 was used as the stepwise method tc produce the Ìargest

distance between groups. Thus, aIl cases anci variables sere retained

for further analyses.

Finally, befcre proceding with the analysis, a rest of homogenity of

variance-covariance was made using Box's M. Each of the independent

variables were entered as single predictors of group membership when

Box's M was calculated. The statistical assumptions of Box's M are very

demanding (Tabachnick ç FideIl, 1983:300). Groups of variables which

produced a significant score on Box's M may have posed only minor

probJ.ems for the analysis. However of greater concern here was that

none of the variables wouLd have individually produced significant

scores cn Box's M. The Level cf significance used for this study was p

< .05. The following variables had Box' s M scores which were

s',atistically significant: distraction, reported type of cLassmate, and

preferred type of classmate. These variables above were deleted from

further analysis.

The se1ecLeC stepwise method of analysis r+as to minimize Wilks'

Lambda and thus produce the largest muLtivariate F-ratio. The

discriminate function was calculated, and had a Chi-square (13) =

177,23, P < .05. The canonical correlation was 0.48 which meant that

the discriminant functíon was able to account f.or 22.0% of the variance

shared between grouping variables and predictor variables. Thus, the

discriminant function was significant, but had only a weak association

between groups and predictor variables
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correlations between

functions is presented in

within-groups

discriminant

TABLE 33

Standardized Discriminant Function Structure Matrix For
Affiliating

(variables ordered by size of

VARi ABLE

TALK ]N CLASS
ACCURACY
AGE

TIME OF ARRIVAL
YEÀR IN PROGRÀM

SEX
BROUGHT BOOKS
MOOD

TÀSK D]FFiCULTY
CONTROL
AVOI DANCE
ÀNXT ETY
STUDY IMMEDIÀTELY BEFORE
MIDDLE CHILD
YOUNGEST CHILD
AVERÀGE GRÀDE IN PROGRAM

UNCERTÀI NTY
OLDEST CHITD
ONLY CHiLD
ATTENÐENCE
EXPECTED GRÀDE iN COURSE
ABI LI TY
tUCK
IMPORTÀNCE OF COURSE

CÀNONICAL CORRELATTON
EI GEI'IVALUE

correlation within function )

FUNCT] ON

0.68
-0.48
0.33

-0.32
0.26

-0.24
0.19

-0 .17
-0. 13

0.1'1
-0.09
-0.07

0.07
0.06

-0.04
-0.03

0.02
-0.01

0.01
-0.01

0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.4798
0.2990

UNIVARTATE
F_RÀT] O

93.811
¿? q? 1

22.391
20.911
14 .21 1

1'1 .501
4.541
5.921

4.541

4.05 '

1P < .05
1,684 d.f.)
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Table 33. Variables with loadings greater than C.3 were considered as

having significantly contributed to the function. Four of 24 variables

meet this criLerion. The univariate F-ratios for these same four

variables demonstrated that differences in means between the

discriminant groups had statistical significance at p = .05 when each

variable r+as individuarJ-y rested. since the goal here r+as Eo move

beyono univariate tests of significance all of the variabLes r,lere

included to see how the variables would react r+hen

within-groups-correlations v¡ere anaJ.ysed. when these same four

independent variables r,¡ere examined to determine if there vlas

multicollinearity amoungst the variabl-es, in aIl cases mullicollineariiy

was not signifi.cant, p > .01. Thus, each of the independent variables

iras considered as having a contribution to the discriminant function

which was minimally affected by multicollinearity.

The discriminant function suggested

predicted when one looked at how often

other students (5=Every Class to 1=Never i

mean scores for each of the groups for

contributed to the disc.riminant function

talked more often in class (mean talking

not af f iliate (mean talking = '1 .1).

that affiliation r+as best

students talked in class with

n Class). Table 34 shows the

variables which significantly

. Those who affiliated had

= 2.0) than had those who did

The importance of accuracy had the next highest loadinE on the

discriminant function. This suggested that those students r+ho

affiliated were sonewhat neutral as to how much importance they placed

on accurateJ.y knowing how well they v¡ould perform before their exams

(mean accuracy = 2.5), white students who did not affiliate did not
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TABTE 34

Mean Scores for Variables used to Predict Àffrtiating

AF'F i LI ÀTED
DID NOT AFFITIÀTE
BOTH

TÀLK IN
CLASS

2.0
1.1
1.6

MEAN SCORES

ACCURACY AGE

2.5 1 9.8
2.0 20 .5
2.3 20.1

TIME OF

ÀRRIVÀL

o?
7.7
8.9

place importance on accurately knowing how well

before their exams (mean accuracy = 2.0),

they would perform

A third variable which had a significant loading on the discriminant

function was the age of students. Those who had affiliated were younger

(mean age = '19.8 years) than those who did not affiliate (mean ôge =

20.5 years). Since the distribution of this variable v¡as normalized,

the actual mean ages of groups would be different with those who did not

affiliate being slightly older. This difference had to be considered

because students of age 24 and above v¡ere considered to be age 24.

The final variable which had

discriminant funcLion was the students

Those who affiliated arrived earlier

those who did not affiliate (mean time

a signi f icant loading on the

' time of arrival at the exams.

(mean time = 9,7 minutes) than

= 7.7 minutes).

After adjustment for all other variables, and keeping p < .05 for lhe

four variables, three of the four variables significanLJ-y serarated

those who affiliated from those who did not affiliate. Table 35 shows
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for each of the variables. While age of students had a

on the function it did not significantly serarate those who

rom those who did not affiliate. Thus, age of siudents was

the interpretation of the discriminant function.

TABLE 35

F-ralios for Variables used to Predict Pre-exam ÀffiLiar.ing

VÀRIÀBLB

TALK IN CLASS
ACCURACY

AGE

TIME OF ARRIVAL

' p . .05

EACH F STÀTISTIC HÀS

F-RATIO

21 .21
1.0

14 .21

13 ÀND 672 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

Table 36 shov¡s the results of the classification procedure where

71 .7% or 492 of. the 686 students .vlere correctly classi f ied in the f inal-

anaJ-ysis of affiliating at the immediate pre-exam. A slightly higher

percentage of those who affiliated, 75.9%, in comparison to those who

did noL affiliate, 66.1%, rvere correctly classified. OveralI, these

results were not surprising given that the earlier mentioned probability

that students would affiliate was higher than the probability that

students would not, and that there was greater dispersion of respondents

about the group centroid for affiliatj.on.
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Classi f ication Results

TABTE 36

for Àffiliating at the Pre-exam

LÀBEL
NO. OF

GROUP CÀSES
PREDICTED GROUP MEMBERSHIP

t)

AFFi LI ÀTED

DiD NOT AFFILIÀTE

MI SSI NG

TOTÀL

PERCENT OF

1

2

394

2-a2

5

299
?tr oo/

99
33.9%

95
24.1%

193
66 .1%

691

''GROUPED'' CÀSES CORRECTLY CLASSIFTED: 11 .7%

3.4,2 Explaininq sLudents' use of Rituars aÈ t,he pre-exam phase

Students' group membership, the dependent variable, þras categorized as

whether the students either 1) used a ritual, or 2) had not used a

ritual at the immediate pre-exam phase. For the classification
procedure the students were referred to as belonging to, respectively,

group 1 or group 2, The initial set of independent variables used as

predictors v¡ere the same as those used for the prediction of

affiliation.

0f the 691 respondents,55 were droþped from the anal-ysis because the

students did not answer the question on rituals. There was very litt]e
missing data for the independeni: variables. Students answered

ninty-seven percent of the questions. Thus, missing data was recoded

with the variable means substituted for the missing responses. The

discriminant function procedure deleted cases listwise, and ¡+ould in
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fact have reduced the sample size to 570 if substitution of group means

vlas not used. Additional analyses were performed to determine the

influence of substitution of means on the structure of the discriminant

function. The same variables were selecLed in both analyses.

The dj.stribution of students' group membership are presented in Table

37. since there were uneguar numbers of students in each group, the a

priori probabilities for classification of predicted group membership

were adjusted so that the predictions lrere rleighted to reflect the same

probabiLities of the characteristics of the known popuration.

An examination of the histograms showing the dispersion of groups

about their centroids found that those who had not used rituals were

more I'ridely dispersed about their centroid than were those who had used

rituals. Thus, the probabilities of inclusion for predicted group

membership were adjusted by 10% of the higher probability, that is, they

were set to .40, and .60 which slightly differed from the actual

TABTE 37

Number of Students in Each Group

NUMBER OF CÀSES

USED À RITUAL 214
DID NOT USE À RJTUÀL 422
MISSING 55

TOTAT 691

PERCENT

33.6
66 .4

100.0
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proportions within 
"he 

distribution, .34, and .66, for group 1 and group

2 respect i veLy.

Before proceding with the interpretation of the discriminant function

analysis, the results were analysed to see if there were any univariate

or multivariate outliers. There r+ere several univariate outliers in the

anaLysis. These were scattered across the variables of âgB, time of

arrival, and class attendence. The outliers vlere examined and were

found to be valid responses. These outliers were recoded j.n the same

nanner as that for the discriminant function anaLysis of affiliation of

students at the immediate pre-exam. Àn analysis of the discriminant

function scores showed that there were no significant multivariate

outliers at the p < .01 level when Mahalanobis' p2 was used as the

stepwise method to produce the largest distance between groups. Thus,

arl cases and variabLes were retained for further anarysis.

FinalJ-y, before proceding with the analysis, a test of homogenity of

variance-covariance was made using Box's M. Each of the independent

variables was entered as single predictors of group membership when

Box's M was caLculated. Significant scores on Box's M were not found at

p < .05 for any of the variables. Thus, afr of the variables were

retained for further analyses.

The selected stepwise method of analysis rlas to mimimize Wilks'

lambda. The discriminate function was calculated, and had a Chi-sguare

(9) = 36,74, p < .05. The canonical correlation r,ras 0.23 which meant

that the discriminant function was able to account for only 5.3% of the

variance shared beiween grouping variables and predictor variables.
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Thus, the ciscriminant function was significant, but had a very weak

association betvreen groups and predictor variables.

A structure matrix for wi thin-groups correlations between

discriminating variables and the discriminant functions is presented in

Table 38. Variables with loadings greater than 0.3 were considered to

have significantly contributed lo the function. Four of 21 variables

met this criterion. The univariate F-ratios for these variables showed

that two of the four, mood and avoidance, had differences in means

between :he discriminant groups which had statistical significance at p

= .05 when individuaJ-ly tested. Since the goal here was to move beyond

univariate tests of significance all of the variables were included to

see how the variables would react when within-groups-correl-ations r.lere

analysed. When these independent variables v¡ere examined to determine

if there r,ras multicollinearity amoung them,

multicollinearity was not significant, at p > .01.

in aIl, cases

The discriminant function suggested that rituals were best predicted

r+ith students'attributions to the importance of mood as an influence on

the students' performance on the exams ('f=very unimportant to S=very

important). This variable had the highest loading, 0.i3, on the

discriminant function. Table 39 shows the mean scores for each of the

groups for variables which significantLy contributed to the discriminant

function. Students' attributions to the importance of mood were higher

when they used rituals (mean mood = 3.4) than when they had not used

rituals (mean mood = 2.9) . This is exactly as Albas and A1bas

( 1 984 277-79 ) would expect given that rituals are often performed to

allay a mood, for exampl"e anxiety as in the case of the Trobriand

islanders (t"tatinowski, 1954).
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TÀBLE 38

Standardized Discriminant Function Structure Matrix For Rituals

(variables ordered by size of. correlation within function)

LABEL

MOOD

ÀVOI DANCE
AGE

UNCERTÀINTY
PREFERRED PERSON
DI STRÀCT] ON

TÀSK DiFF]CULTY
ÀTTENDENCE
ANXI ETY
TiME OF ÀRRIVAL
LUCK
ACCURÀCY
EXPECTED GRÀDE TN COURSE
YEÀR IN PROGRÀM

ABI LI TY
CONTROL
IMPORTÀNCE OF COURSE
OLDEST CHiLD
AVERAGE GRADE IN PROGRAM

MIDDLE CHitD
ACTUAL TYPE OF CLÀSSMÀTE
TÀLK TN CIÀSS
STUDY IMMEDIATELY BEFORE
YOUNGEST CH]tD
GENDER

ONLY CHILD
BROUGHT BOOKS

CANONICÀL CORRELÀTION
EI GENVÀLUE

FUNCT] ON

0.73
0.38
0.31

-0.30
0.29
0.28

-0.26
0.18
u. tb
u. tb
0.15
0. 14

-0. 14
0 .12

-0.11
0.10

-0.09
-0.06
-0.06

0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01

-0.01
-0.00

0 .238 1

0.0601

UNI VARI ATE
F-RATi O

20.361
q ¿81

1P < .05
(1,634 d.f.)

The importance of

other things was the

avoiding thoughts

variable which had

about the exam

the next highest

by talking about

loading, 0.38,
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TABLE 39

Mean Scores for Selecteo Variables used to predict Rituals

MCOD

USED A R]TUÀL 3.4
DID NOT USE RITUÀL 2.9
BOTH 3.1

MEAN SCORES

AVOiDANCE

2.3
a4¿. t

2.2

UNCERTÀI NTY

)q
71
3.0

ÀGE

20.3
20.0
20 .1

on the discriminant function. This suggested that students who placed

stightLy more importance on avoiding thoughts about the exam (mean

avoidance = 2.3) used rituals while those who avoided thoughts (mean

avoidance = 2.1 ) did not uSe rituals. OveraJ.I, students did not feel

Lhat avoidance was important, 2.2 on the scale of 1=not very important

to 5=very important, but lhere r+ere varying degrees of unimportance.

Age of students þ¡as a third variable which significantly loaded,

0.3.1, on the discriminant function. SJ-ightly older students used

rituals (mean age = 20.3 years) than those students who had not used

rituals (mean age = 20.0 years). The actual mean ages would be slightl-y

different from what r,¡as found here because the distribution r,¡as

normalized to remove outliers. That is, those who used rituals were

slightly older than the lÌìean ages which were found here.

The finar variable which significantly loaded on the function, -0.30,

rvas uncertainty. Those who used rituals were more uncertain about their

upcoming performance on the exams (mean uncertainty = 2.9¡ than were
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ofthose who had not used rituals (mean uncertainty = 3.1¡

1=very uncertain to 5=very certain.

After adjustment for al-l other variabies, and retaining variables

with p < .05 for the four variables, each of the four variabLes

significantly serarated those r+ho had used rituals from those who had

not used rituals. Tabl-e 40 shows the F-ratios for each of the

variables. I,¡hiIe age of students had a high loading on the function it
did not serarated those who used a ritual from those who did not use a

ritual.

TÀBLE 4O

F-ratios for Variabl-es used to Predict Rituals

F-RÀTÏO

14.21
) )1

3.21
a a1
L.¿

VARIABLE

MOOD

ÀVOTDÀNCE
AGE

UNCERTÀI NTY

t = p < .05

EACH F STATISTIC HAS 9 AND 626 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

Table 4

66.2% or 42

anaJ-ys i s of

who did not

ritual , 28

1 shows the results of the classification procedure where

1 of the 636 students rrere correctly classified in the final

group membership. À disproportionate percentage of those

use a ritual, 85.3%, in conparison to those who did use a

,5%, r,rere correctly classified. The overall classification
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rate i.las somevlhat misleading because so few siudents were correctly
predicted Lo have used rituals. This lorl rate of classification r+as

understandable given that the probability of inclusion in the group rhat

did not use a rituaL was greater and that the dLspersion about group

centroios was also greater for those who did not use a ritual. However,

since lhe primary goal here was not to provide the best classification
equation, but to provide an explanatatory variable structure which would

show what best predicted di fferences between groups, the rate of

cLassif ication was acceptable.

TABLE 41

Classification Results for Ri tuals at the Pre-exam

PREDICTED GROUP MEMBERSHiP
12GROUP

NO. OF
CÀSES

USED A RITUAL

DID NOT USE RTTUÀL

MÏ SSING

TOTÀL

1

2

214

/1 aa

55

bt
28.5%

62
14.7%

1 É')IJJ
11 Ê.O/

360
85.3%

691

PERCENT OF ''GROUPED'' CASES CORRECTLY CLÀSSIFIED: 66.2%
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3,5 EXPLå,INING THE STT¡DENTS' POST-EXAM BEHAVIOURS

The analyses of posl exam behaviours of students r+ere similar to those

for tire immediate pre-exam phase. However, only post-exam affitiation
was examined. There were too fev¡ cases of ritual-s at the post-exam

phase. Thus, a completely parallel- analysis of students' behaviours at

both times was not possible.

À stepwise discriminate function analysis was carried out to find out

whal best predicted the prevalence of students' affiliation at the

post-exam phase from demographic, academic, attributional, cognitive,

and behavioural variables used as independent variables. Students'

group membership, the dependent variable, r+as again categorized as

rçhether the students had 1) affiliated, or 2) irad not affiliated. The

independent variables used for the analysis of the post-exam phase

affiliation were essentially the same as those which were used for the

analyses of the inmediate pre-examination phase behaviours. The major

change lo the types of independent variables which were used was that

the temporal focus of the guestions shifted from the pre-exam to the

post-exam for each of the attributional, cognitive, and behavioural

variabres. Àrso, two additional variables were included in the

ana).ysis. These were the students' evafuation of their own performance

on the exam in comparison to their usual performance on exams, and Lhe

students' evai-uation of their own performance on the exam in comparison

to their classmates' performance on the exam.

0f the 691

missing data.

affiliation"

students, 104 were dropped from the anaJ.ysis because of

All but 14 of the students answered the question on

However, unlike the immediate pre-exam phase questions,
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there was much more missing data for the independent variables. The

students who missed one question usualLy missed all of the questions on

affil-iation at the post-exam. This result was probabLy oue to these

questions being near the end of the questionnaire. Thus, unlike the

pre-exam analysis where means r+ere substituted for missing vaLues, the

anaJ-ysis was carried out by deleting cases Iistwise (i.e. students were

deleted from the analysis if they did not answer all of the guestions).

The distribution of studenls' group membership are presented in TabIe

42. since there were unequaL numbers of students in each group, the a

priori prcbabilities for classification of group membership r+ere

adjusted so that the predictíons were weighted to reflect the known

characteristics of students at the post-exam.

TABLE 42

Number of Students in Each Group (Affiliating at post-exam)

ÀFFI LT ATED
DID NOT ÀFFILIÀTE
MI SSI NG

NUMBER OF CÀSES

271
5rb
104

PERCENT

46.2
53.8

TOTÀL 691 '100.0

The hi stograms Ì{,ere exami ned to determi ne the

of the group centroids. Both group 1 (affil_iated

affiliate) had high amounts of dispersion about

dispersion

) and group

their group

about each

r tdld not

centroids.
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Unlike the earlier analyses, the probabilities were not adjusted because

neither group would be overpredicted solely on the basis of dispersion

about the group centroids. Thus, the probarities of inclusion for

predicted group membership v¡ere set to .46,and .54 which were the

proportions within the actual distribution, respectively , tor group 1

and group 2.

The resul-ts were examined to determine if there tlere any univariate

or multivariate outliers. There were some univariate outJ.iers, and

these were scattered across the variables a9ê, and time finished exam.

These responses wer'e examined and were found to be valid responses. The

distributions for each of these variables were examined and v¡ere found

to be slightly skewed. Again, tike the pre-exam analysis, use of these

variables may be in violation of the discriminant function analysis

assumption of normalily of cases along variables and may infl-uence the

tests of statistical significance. Às a corrective measure, both

variables were recoded. Age was recoded in the same manner as it v¡as

recoded for the pre-exam anal-yses. The time students finished writing

the exams was recoded so that students who had finished their exams 20

minutes and earlier before the end of allotted time rlere considered as

having finished at 20 minutes before the end of the time for the exams.

An analysis of the discriminant function scores found no significant

multivariate outliers at the p < .01 level when Mahalanobis' D2 was used

as the stepwise method to produce the largest distance between groups.

Thus, all remaining cases and variables þ¡ere retained for furlher

ana Iy ses
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À final step, before proceding with the analysis, r,ras a test of

homogenity of variance-covariance using Box's M. Each of the independent

variables was entered as a single predictor of group membership and

Box's M was calculated. Statistical significance of Box's M vras

obtained for one variable. The dummy variable for oldest chiLd was

deleted from further analyses.

The selected stepwise method of analysis was to mininiize Wilks'

Lambda. The discriminate function was calculated, and had a Chi-sguare

(9) = 149,67, P < .05. The canonical correlation r,ras 0.48 which meant

that the discriminant function was able to account for 22,0% of the

variance shared between grouping variables and predictor variables.

Thus, the discriminant function was significant, but had only a weak

association between groups and predictor variables.

À structure matrix for within-groups correlations between

discriminating variables and the discriminant functions is presented in

Table 43. Variables with loadings greater than 0.3 were considered as

having significantly contributed to the function. Two of 24 vari.ables

neet this criterion. The univariate F-ratios for both of these

variables demonstrated that di fferences in means between the

discriminant groups had statistical significance at p = .05 when each

variable was individually tested. Noting that the goaÌ here was to

move beyond univariate tests of significance all of the variables were

included to see how the variables would react when

within-groups-correlations were analysed. when these same two

independent variables rvere examined to determine i f there rvas

multicollinearity amoungsl the variabl-es, in all cases multicollinearity

was not significant, p > .01.
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TÀBIE 43

Standardized Discriminant Function Structure Matrix For
Affil-iating

(variables ordered by size of. correlation within function)

LABEL

ACCURÀCY

PRE-EXAM AFFILIÀTiON
AGE
ANXI ETY
SELF PERFORMANCE TO OTHERS
YEÀR IN PROGRAM

SEX
SELF PERFORMANCE TO USUÀL
MIDDIE CHILD
MOOD

TIME FiNISHED EXÀM
AVOIDÀNCE
AVERAGE GRÀDE IN PROGRAM

OLDEST CHITD
tUCK
iMPORTANCE OF COURSE
EXPECTED GRÀDE IN COURSE
UNCERTAINTY
CONTROL
TÀSK DIFFICULTY
PREFERRED PERSON
ÀBI LI TY
Di STRACTiON
YOUNGEST CHILD

CANONICAL CORRELÀTION
EIGENVALUE

FUNC 1

-0.75
0.67
0.27

-0.24
0 .17
0.17

-0 .14
0.11
0.10

-0.09
-0.07
0.05
0.05

-0.03
0.03

-0.03
0.03
0.03

-0.02
0.01

-0. 01
0.00
0.00
0.00

0 .47 61
0.2941

1P < .05
(1 ,585 d. f . )

the discriminant function

phase was best predicted when

of social conparison. The

UNIVÀRIÀTE
F-RATI O

96.36 1

77.101
I ? îtr 1

¡J. ¿J

9.981
4.931
3.921

The interpretation of

affiliation at the post-exam

the importance of accuracy

showed that

one looked at

students were
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asked how important it was for them to accurately know how v¡ell they had

performed on their exams ('1=not very important to 5=very important).

Table 44 shows the group means for variables r,rhich had significantiy
loaded on the discriminant function. Students who had affiliated were

neutral in their desire to knor+ how well they had performed on their
exams (mean accuracy = 2.9). Students r+ho had not affiliated had not

considered it to be important to accurately know how weIÌ they had

performed on their exams (mean accuracy = 2.1).

The onJ-y other variable which loaded significanti-y on the function,

"67 , was rlhether the students had affiliated at the pre-exam phase

(2=yee 1=no). This variable suggested that those who aifiliated at the

post-exam phase more often affiliaied at the pre-exam (mean pre-exan

affiliation = .1.8) than did those who had not affiliated after the exams

(mean pre-exam affiliation = 1.4).

TÀBLE 44

Mean Scores for Variables used to predict Àffiliating

MEÀN SCORES

PRE_EXÀM
GROUP ACCURACY AFFILIATION

ÀFFILIÀTED 2.9 1 .8
DID NOT AFFILiATE 2.1 1.4

BOTH 2.5 1 .6
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After adjustment for all other variables, and keeping p < .05 for

both variables, both variabLes were examined to determine if they had

significantLy separated ihose who had affiliated at the post-exam phase

from those who had not. The F-ratios v¡ere 96.36, and 71.10 for

accuracy, and pre-exam affiliation. These were both significant at p <

.05 with 9 and 577 degrees of freedom.

Table 45 shows the results of the classification procedure.

Seventy-one percent or 445 of. 627 students were correctly classif ied in

the final analysis of group membership. À disproportionate number of

those who had not affiliated, 74.4%, in comparison to those who had

affiliated, 6'1.0%, were correctly classified. Since the probability for

students to not affiliate r+as higher than the probability for students

to affiliate, these errors were to be expected. ÀIso, r+ith both groups

having high amounts of dispersion about their group means one had ro

expecl the occurence of more errors than those which were found here.

TÀBIE 45

ClassificaLion Results for Affiliating at the post-exam

NO. OF PREDICTED GROUP MEMBERSHIP
GROUP CÀSES 1 2

AFFILIATED 1 291 1 95 96
67 .0% 33.0%

DiD NOT AFFILIATE 2 336 86 250
25.6% 74.4%

MISSING 64

TOTAL 691

PERCENT 0F "GROUPED" CASES CORRECTLY CLASSIFiED: 71.0%
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3,6 CHANGES rN EX.åM BEIIAVIoIIRS, PERCEMD CONTROË, AND ATTRIBÌ'TIONS

The foJ.lowing section describes changes in students' behaviours,

perceived controL, and attributions from the immeoiate pre-exam phase to

the post-exam phase. The post-exam variabl-es were crosstabulated

against the immediate pre-exam variables to examine how, and if, the

relationships changed over time. The summary measures used to describe

the relationship between variabl-es rvere correlation coeificients
(Spearman's rank order, denoted as t' ,

denoted as r).

and Pearson's correlation,

3,6,1 Chanqes in Exarn Behaviours

Students' affiliation, and rituals r+ere earlier described as exam

behaviours at each of the immediate pre-exam and post exam phases. The

changes in students' affiliation are described below. The changes in

students' rituals are not described because few students utilized
rituals at the post-exam phase. A description of change, for rituals,

can be summarized as the statement that one would expect those who used

rituals at the immediate pre-exam phase not to use them at the post-exam

pha se .

Tab1e 46 shows the crosstabulation of pre-exam affiliation by

post-exam affiliation. Most students, 67.0%, repeated their behaviour

from the pre-exam phase at the post-exam phase so that they either had

affiliated or had not affiliated at both times. where changes in

behaviour occurred, 33,0% of. the time, these cases more often were

students who had

before the exams,

not

22

affiliated after the exams and had affiliated

2%. The remaining cases were students who had



affiliated after the

10.8%, OveralJ-,

correlated wilh each

association provided

time.

Changes in

96

exams and had not affiliated before the exams,

students' behaviours over time vlere moderateJ-y

other, Spearman's r' = .35, p < .05. This

evidence that students' behaviours changed over

TABLE 46

Affiliating From the Immediate pre-exam to the
Post -exan

POST-EXAM

COL PCT
TOT PCT

NO ROW

TOTÀL11 2l
P

R

E

E

Ã

A

M

--------+--------+--------+

YES

Note:

237
6t.¿
7 6.5
3s.1

150
38.8
+t. t

22.2

215
74.7
58.9

387
57.3

288
L)1NO

T-- -- -- - - f - - - - - - - - 1

73
1Ç. ')

23.5

+- -------+--------+
CoLUMN 310 365
TOTAL 45.9 54.1

PCT= ROW PERCENTÀGE
PCT= COIUMN PERCENTÀGE
PCT= TOTAL PERCENTÀGE

675
100.0

R0l,?

c0L
TOT
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3"6,2 Chanqes in Perceived Control

The students were asked how much their effort made them feel that they

were in control of che things Lhat allov¡ed them to perform wel-L on the

exams (5=tota1ly in control tc 1=totaIIy out of control). Table 47

shows the crosstabulation of perceived control at the immedi.ate pre-exam

by perceived control at the post-exam. There r+as a moderate correlation

between the pre-exam and post-exam scores for perceived control,

Pearson's r = .46, p < .05. This suggested that students tended to have

similar perceptions of control at each phase of the examinations.

Still, changes in perceiveC control were evident. Since the students'

perceptions of control over the examination environment r¿as considered

as varying somewhat over time, it was thought that the importance of

perceived control over time was best described as a difference between

the imrnediate pre-exam score and the post-exam score.

The posi-exam score (Question 90) was subtracted from the immediate

pre-exam score (Question 37) to yielo scores from -4 to +4. A positive

score meant a perceived gain of control, and a negative score meant a

perceived Loss of control. The difference scores will be further

exaniined in the next section when an explanation for changes in

students' behaviours is presented.
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TÀBLE 47

Perceived ControlChanges in

POST_EXÀM

CONTROL
1l

TOTALTY ROW

iN CONTROL TOTALCOL PCT

TOT PCT 2l 3l 4l sl
--------+--------+--------+--------+-----_--+---_-___+

1

TOTALLY
CONTROL

2

s0.0
.8

3

18
36.0
6.9
2.1

144
58.1
55.0
22.0

86
30.5
32.8
tJ. I

12
16.9
4"6
1.8

2

50.0
t¿

?

q

2.0
8.2

.8

23
8.2

37 .7

31
43.1
50.8
¿. 1

4

.6
IN

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

P

R

E

r.

¡1

¡t
M

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

3

6.0
30"0

4
t.þ

40.0
.5

1

L

10.0
.2

2

2.8
20.0

?

¿3
46.0
25.6

3.5

44
11 "7
48.9

6.7

23
8"2

25.6
3.5

6
12.0
2.6

o

149
Rî 0

64.2
))'7

50
7.6

COLUMN
TOTÀL

61
9.3

232
35.4

262
40.0

248
37 .9

282
43.1

71

10.8

655
100.0

51

20.6
22.0
7.8

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

TOTÀLLY IN
CONTROT

26
35.6
11.2
4"0

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
90 10

t'.t t.5
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3"6"3 Changes in St,udenLs' ÃtLributions

Students were asked to make attributions for responsibiliry of the

importance of luck, task difficulty, abil-iiy, and mood to their

performance on the exams at the immediate pre-exam phase and the

post-exam phase. The folJ.owing subsections describe changes in

students'attributions to luck, task difficuJ.ty, abitity and mood.

3,5"3"1 Luck

The students were asked how much they felt their luck r+as responsible

for their performance on the exams ( 1=did not need luck to S=needed

luck). The dislributions of students' attributions to Iuck (ra¡te +g)

were fairly stable over time so that most students did not attribute a

great importance to luck at either the immediate pre-exam phase or at

the post-exam phase. The correlation between Luck at each time was very

strong, Pearson's r = .72, p < .05. Thus, the attributional measures of

luck at the immediate pre-exam and post-exam phases rvere considered as

the same measures when gauging the importance of tuck to students'

behaviours.

3,6,3.2 Task Difficulty

The students were asked how difficult they perceived it rvas for them to

finish the exam and get a good grade (1=very difficult to 5=very easy).

The distributions of students' attributions to the difficulty of the

task changed over time so that students attributed less importance to

the difficulty of the task (tabte ¿g) at Lhe post-exam phase than at the

immediate pre-exam phase but the correlat i on between t imes r.¡as

moderately strong, Pearson's r = .44, p < .05, and significant. This
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TÀBIE 48

Changes in Students'Àttribu¡ions lo Luck

POST-EXÀM
COUNT I

I

ROI,I PcT lDiD NoT NEEDED ROW
COL PCT INEED LUCK LUCK TOTAL
rorPcr | 1l zl ¡l ql sl
--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

1

DID NOT
NEED LUCK

93
78. B

72.7
14.0

25
13.7
19.5
3.8

q

2.6
?o

.B

¿
lÊ

t.b
¿

)
J

?q

2.3
tr

21
11 a

11.2

117
63. 9
6¿. ¿

17 .6

37
19 .4
19 "7
5.6

11

8.4
5.9
1.7

2

5.0
1.1

3

t.b

28
15.3
1C 1rJ. t

A'

105
s5.0
56.5
1tr O

6

15.0
?)

o

11

6.0
8.5
t.t

38
19.9
29.2
q?

67
trl 1

10.1

IJ
JL. J

10.0
2.0

2

1.1
6.5

6

3.1
1q ¿

o

1

22.6
t.¡

16
40.0
sl .6
)t

183
27 .6

191
28.8

118
t I "o

40
6"0

1

.8
a

.2
+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

P

R

E

E

x

M

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
44

33.6
23.7
6.6

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

NEEDED LUCK

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
COLUMN 128
TOTAL 1 9.3

31 663
4.7 100.0

188
28.4

186
28 .1

130
19.6
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correlat ion suggested that the measures of task di f f iculty were

moderately associated, but still change over time. This result makes

sense as students nay have exaggerated the difficultir of the exams to

avoid a loss of poise before the exams. Students would be able to

survive the ordeal of the exam in tr+o ways: 1 ) if the students did

poorly they wouJ-d be able to attribute high importance to the difficulty
of the task as being responsible for their performance on the exams, or

2) if the students did well they would be able to attribute either high

or low importance to the difficulty of the task and stiLl gain or

maintain poise since their performance vlas successful.

To assess the importance of attributions to task difficulty over time

it was felt that a difference score wculd better reflecl the nreaning

s*'udents attributed for responsibility to the difficuJ-ty of the task.

The Cifference in the pre-exam score (Question 18) from the post-exam

score (Question 80) yielded possible values of -4 to +4. positive

scores would reflect an increased importance of task difficulty at the

post-exam phase with negative scores reflecting the opposite. The

oifference score will be further examined when an explanation for

changes in behaviour is presented.

3,6.3"3 ,{bility

Students'attributions to their Ievel of abiJ-ity were defined as whether

the students felt that their Ievel of abiLity would allow them to

perform well on the exams ( 1 =very unable to S=very able ) . The

at¡ributions to level of ability (rable 50) moderately correlated,

Pearson's r =,40, p < .05.
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TABLE 49

Changes in Students' Àttributions to Task Diff iculty

POST_EXÀM

COL PCT IÐ]FFICULT
TOT PCT 1l 2l

VERY ROW

EASY TOTÀL31 41 5l
--------+---- ----+--- - ----+------ - -+--- -----+------- -+

1

VERY
Di FF] CUIT

VERY
EÀSY

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

14
)q)
30.4

2.1

21

11 .2
45.7

)1
J.l

7

2.4
15.2
1.0

+
)a
8.7

c

17
35.4
7.1

97
51.6
L< I

14 .4

B4
)q ¿.

37.8
12.4

23
16.7
10.4
3.4

1

6.7
L

.l

12
îtr rl

5.4
1.8

49
26.1
21 .9
1.3

123
43.0
54.9
18.2

38
)'t Ë,

17.0
5.6

2

13.3
q

.3

3

6.3
1.9

û.

19
10.1
12 "3
2.8

67
23.4
¿? q

ao

62
44.9
40.3
q?

3

20.0
1.9

¿.

2
L)
6.9

.3

2

1.1
6.9

.3

5
11

11 )
,7

11

8.0
?7 q

1.6

9

60.0
31.0

1.3

188
27 .9

286
42.4

4B
T1

138
20 .4

IJ

))

P

R

E

E

Á

A

M

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
COLUMN

TOTAL
222

32.9
224

33 "2

154
22.8

46
6.8

29 675
4.3 100.0
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TABLE 5O

Changes in Students' Attributions to Àbility

POST-EXÀM
COUNT i

I

ROW PCT IVERY VERY ROW
cOL PcT lUlranre ÀBLE TOTALrorPcr | 1l zl :l +l sl
--------+--- -----+---- ----+---- - ---+- -------+-- -_____+

1

VERY
UNÀBLE

VERY
ÀBLE

1

16 .7
5.0

.1

3

6.3
15.0

Ã

10
3.8

50.0
t.J

tr
J

'1 .8
25.0

,7

1

t"+
5.0

1

20
41 .7
22 "7
3.0

36
rJ.b
40.9

q¿.

30
10.7
?¿. I
4.5

2
10

2.3

?

s0.0
t.t

L

16
33.3
tro
)¿.

ì5b
58. 9
57 .6
23.4

83
29.6
30.6
1a AtL..r

13
18. I
4.8
to

1L

o

T

t4.b
3.1
1.0

57
a1 Ê¿t.J

25 "0
8.5

140
50. 0

61 .4
21.0

22
31.9
9.6
3.3

2
¿.)
3.3

6

2.3
9.8

q

22
7q

Jb. r

3.3

31
A.L q

50.8
4.6

48
7.2

6
o

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

Y

R

E

E

À

M

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
265

39.7

+--------+--------+--------+--------+-_-----_+

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

20
3.0

61
ol

280
û.1 q

69
10.3

568
100.0

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
COLUMN

TOTAL
88

13.2
271 228

40.6 34. 1
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To assess the i.mportance of students' attributions to their level of

ability it was decided that a difference score was most appropriate

because the attributions were only moderately correlated. This

difference score was constructed in the same manner as the difference

score for attributions to task difficulty. The difference in the

pre-exam score (Question 11 ) from the post-exam score (Question 79)

yielded possible values of -4 to +4, Positive scores meant a decrease

in the importance of level of ability, and negative scores meant the

opposite.

3.6.3.4 Mood

The final attributional variable was the importance of mood for the

students' performances on the exams ( 1=not at alL to S=very much).

Table 51 shows the distributions of attributions to mood with those of

the immediate pre-exarn crosstabulated against those of the post-exam.

The correlation over time was very strong, pearson's r = .68, p < .05.

Changes in attributions to mood most often occurred where students had

lessened the importance of mood at the post-exam from the immediate

pre-exam. The lessened importance of mood was also evident in the

post-exam mean score, 3.1 , which was slightly more than the immediate

pre-exam mean score, 2.8, r+hich meant that attributions to mood were of

lower importance at the post-exam phase. Nevertheless, with a very

stronq association between times for this variable, it was thought that

for the explanation of changes in students' behaviours that the

post-exam measure of the importance of mood rlas an equival-ent measure to

the immediate pre-exam measure of the importance of mood.
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TÀBLE 51

Changes in Students' Attributions to Mood

POST_EXÀM
COUNT I

I

RoI,¡ PCT lNoT AT VERY ROW
COL PCT I ALL MUCH TOTÀL
rorPcr | 1l zl ¡l +l sl
--------+- ---- ---+---- - - -- +-- ------+--------+--------+

1

NOT AT ÀLL

VERY MUCH

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

63
7t.B
57 .3
otr

)1 )

4.2

11
11

10.0

4

1.9
3.5

.6

4

3.6
.6

t¿
14.8
6.1
1.8

71

s3.8
?q 7

10 .8

55
35.5
30.7
8.3

39
18.2
21 .8
tro

2

2.6
1.1

?

3
)1

1.9

1tÌLA
lo ,.)
t(J. L

tJ. ¿

3.6

70
45.2
44.3
ru.b

50
23.4
31.6
7.6

11
1¿. 1

7.0
11

2
)tr,
1)

?

B

b. t

4.8
1.2

17
11.0
10.1
2.6

11'1
Ãl o

66 .1
15.8

30
38.5
l? o

¿q

1

1)
))

.2

1

.8

.2

2
11i.J
4.4

¿

10
4.7

)))
t.5

31

39.7
68.9
4.7

81
1a )IL.J

P

R

E

E

Ã
À

M

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

132
20.0

155
23.5

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

214
?)L

78
11.8

660
100 " 0

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
COLUMN 1 1 O

TOTAI 16 .7
179

27.1
158

23.9
168

îtr tr
45

6.8
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3,7 AN ENPLÄNA,TION OF CHåNGES TN STUDENTSI E:{^AM BEH^AVTOURS

The following section examines the results of the testing of the

hypotheses for this thesis to present the extent to which the control

model was able to predict 1) changes in students' behaviours from the

immediate pre-exam phase to the post-exam phase 2 ) the importance of

accuracy, avoidance' and distraction as attitudes towards social

affiliation, and 3) the students' actual and preferred types of

affiliation. The predictions for changes in students' behaviours are

explained using a theory of control.

3.7,1 ResulLs for HvpoLhesis 1

Variability in stress-coping actions were earlier described as having

only existed for affiriation at both the immediate pre-exam and

post-exam phases. The following presents the results of the

crosstabulation of immediate pre-exam affiliation by post-exam

affiliation controlling for 1 ) students' perceived control, and 2) the

importance of students'attributions to Iuck, task difficulty, ability,
and mood. Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient was used to

determine the statistical significance of changes over time in

affiliation.

Before presenting the resurts, a few comments must be made on the

necessity for the recoding of the control variables. The

crosstabulation procedure produced tables ( immediate pre-exam

affiliation by post-exam affiliation) wittr many empty cerls which

disabled the possibility for testing of the significance of differences

in ceIl sizes. To deal with this problem, lhe control variables were
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recoded. Changes in perceived control (-4= total l-oss of control to
+4=total gain of control) were recoded with the values of -4, -3, -2, -1

considered as being the vaLue of -1=loss of perceived control, the value

of 0 was left as O=same level of perceived control, and the values 4, 3,

2, 1 were considered as being the value of 1=gain of perceived control.

The attributional variables, whose changes in distributions were earlier
described, r+ere recoded using the same schene when the importance of the

attribution rvas computed as a difference score (i.e. task difficulty and

abiLity). A slightly modified procedure was used for the attributional
variables which had not changed over time (i.e. luck and mood) with the

post-exam scores recoded as 1, 2 being equaL to -1, 3 being 0, and 4, 5

being equal to 1. This procedure reduced the level of rneasurement from

interval level to ordinal level for the controlling variables.

categories were norv considered as being one of three types: 1) nore, 2)

same, and 3) less.

The following presentat ion

(rabte a6) by inrroducing the

presented in two sections: 1

control and crosstabulating

selecting students with lower

attribut ional variables.

el-aborates upon the original relationship

control variables. The results will be

) setecting students with higher perceived

the attributional variables, and Z)

perceived control and crosstabulating the

3,7.1.1 The Infruence of Higher perceived control on AffiriaLíng

When students' perceived control was higher the irypothesized changes in

behaviour rlere for an increase in stress-coping actions. Specificatì.y,

more affiliation and rituals were predicted when the importance of
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students attributions to 1 ) luck was l-ower , 2) task difficulty hras

J-ower, 3) ability was lower, and 4) mood was higher, Fewer behaviours

were hypothesized when students' attributions r'lere the opposite to those

above. For the importance of attributions to luck, there was a low

correlation between immediate pre-exam and post-exam affiliation when

the importance of luck rvas high, ( r'= .23 , p < .05 ) , and a

nonsignificant correlation when the importance of luck was low (r' =

,34, p > .05). Table 52 shor+s the changes in affiLiation over time

while controlring for luck. when luck was high, the types of changes in

affiliation from the immediate pre-exam to the post-exam occured as

hypothesized with fewer students affiliating after the exams (17 /6) ,?

Changes towards affiliation were hypothesized to occur when luck was low

in imporlance, but the results in Table 52 show the same amount of

changes to affiliating as to not affiriating at the post-exam phase

(3/3). For the importance of attributions to mood, there was a row

correlation between immediate pre-exam and posl-exam affiliation when

the importance of mood was l-ower ( r' = .29, p < .05), and a

nonsignificant correlation when the importance of mood was higher (r'

=.19, p > .05) . Tab1e 53 shows the bivariate tables of affiliation
controllin for mood. When the importance of mood was lower the changes

were predominantly towards not affiliating (15/3). Where the importance

of moo was higher the changes were of approximately equal numbers (8/7).

This demonstrated that students who attributed more importance to mood

were more likely to ihange towards affiliating. Table 54 presents the

bivariate tables of affiliating controlling for the importance of task

7 The ratio of changes
post-exam af f iliators.

is denoted as post-exam nonaffiliators over
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TABLE 52

Changes in Affiliating Concrolling for

COUNT POST-EXÀM
ROl,l

PRE-EXAM lVnS t lr'rO 2l TOTAL

Luc k

NEEDED

LUCK

(-1 )

SÀME

tUCK

(0)

HÀD NOT

NEEDED

tUCK

(+1)

COUNT

PRE-EXÀM

POST-EXÀM

YES t lno
R0I^¡

2l rorÀL

--------+--------+--------+
YES 1 I 1s I 17 I 32I I I sz.r

+----- ---+-- ------+
NO 2 | 5 I 18 I zqI I lrz.e+--------+- -------+
COLUMN 21 35 55
TOTÀL 37.5 62.5 1 00.0

couNT I posr-nxeu
I

¡ nOi.I
PRE-EXAM lvns 1 INO 2l rorAr

------- -+-- ------+--- ---__+
YES 1 | 10 | + I l¿

I I | 48.3
+------- -+----- ---+

NO 2 | 4 | 14 I ls
I I I 51.7
+- - --- - - - +- - --- - -- +

CoLUMN 14 15 29
T0TÀr 48.3 51.7 100"0

--+--------+yBs1141317
I I | ¡s.o
+--------+--- -----+

NO 2 | 3 | 10 I r¡
I I I 65.0
+--------+--------+

corr.JMN 't 13 20
TOTAL 35.0 65.0 100.0
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TABLE 53

changes in Àffiliating controrling for Importance of Mood

YES'l
LOWER

MOOD

(-1)

SAME

MOOD

(0)

HIGHER

MOOD

(+1 )

cOuNT I posr-exeÞf
I

PRE-EXAM lvns r lHo 2l
- - -- - -- - + - - - - - - - - +- - - - --- - +, I 15 

I

+--------+
NOzl3l21llttrll+--------+---- --- -+

36
62.5

R0I^7

TOTAL

¿¿I

s0.0

24
50.0

48
100.0

COLUMN 12
TOTAL 37.5

couNT I post-nxeÌ,r
II ROW

PRE-EXAM lves t lllo 2l roral
--------+--------+--------+YESllsllls

I I | 4s.0
+--------+--------+

NO 2 | 3 I I | 11I I I ss.o
+----- ---+------- -+coruMN 11 9 20

TOTAL 55.0 45.0 1 00.0

couNT I posr-nx¡u
II RoW

PRE-EXAM lvns 1 INO 2l roTAL
--------+--------+--------+yES 1 I 12 | e I zoI I I s¿.r

+--------+-_______+
No 2 | 7 | 10 I fi

I I I 45.e
+--- -- ---+--------+

coruMN ',f 9 18 37
ToTÀL 51 .4 48.6 1 00.0
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difficulty. Where task difficulty was higher in importance there r+as a

high correlation between affiliating at the immedj.ate pre-exam ano

affiliatíng at the post-exam (r' = .55, p < .05). stilr, changes in

affiliation occured, ( 6/1) , as hypothesized so that there r+as a

reduction in affiliating at the post-exam. Where task difficulty was of

less importance there rvas a nonsignificant correlation between

affiliating at the ir¡mediate pre-exam and at the post-exam (r' = .18, p

> .05). Here the changes in behaviours over time r+ere approximateJ_y

equal , ß/6) . While this was not an increase in affiliating as rvas

hypothesized to occur, this resul-t r+as different than the original

rerationship in that the decrease in affiliating was not as Iarge.

OveraIl, the results moderateLy support the model of control because

vrhere the students attributed less inportance to task difficulty there

tvas ô tendency for Iess of a reduction in affil-iation. Table 55 shor+s

the bivariate tables of affiliation over time controlling for the

importance of ability. The correlation between post-exam affiliation
and immediate pre-exam affiliation was moderately strong (r' = .41, p <

.05) when students attributed higher importance to ability for their
performance on the exams. The changes in behaviour ß/2) occurred as

hypothesized with fewer students changing to affiliating after the

exams. The correlation between affiliation at the post-exam and the

immediate pre-exam was moderate (r'= .35, p <.05) r+hen students

attributed lower importance to their ability. ÀpproxLmately equaJ.

numbers of changes to affiliating, and not affiliating occured (4/5)

instead of an increase in affiliation which was hypothesized for

students who attributed less importance to their abj.tity. Nevertheless,

the changes in affiliation occurred in the hypoLhesized directions with
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Changes in

TABLE 54

Àffiliating Controliing for Importance of Task
Di f f iculty

COUNT POST_EXAM

R0v¡
PRE-EXAM lvns r IHO 2l TOTÀL

LOWER

T. D.

(-1 )

--------+--- --- --+------ --+
YES 1 I 10 | e I re

I I I s2.B
+--------+--- -----+

NO 2 | 6 I 10 I ro
I I l 47.1
+--------+--------+

COLUMN 16 18 34
TOTAL 47.1 52.9 100.0

COUNT POST-EXÀM
R0I.]

PRE-EXAM lves t lno zl rorAl

SÀME

T.D.

(0)

yES 1 I j1 î ;;--î, I 10 I 21

I I l 46.7
+ --------+--------+

NO 2 | 6 I 18 I z+I I I si.r
+--------+--------+

COLUMN 17 28 45
TOTÀL 55.0 45.0 '100.0

HIGHER

T.D.

(+1)

couNr I nosr-nxeu
I

PRE-EXAM lvns t lHo 2l
--------+--------+--------+

YESll816lttt+--------+-------_+
NO 2 | 1 | 11 

Ittt
+--- -----+--------+

R0I^7

TOTÀL

t4
53.8

12
46.2

26
100.0

COLUMN 9

TOTAL 34.6
17

65.4



the ratio of changes for lower

for higher ability,

1'13

abiliiy being different than the ratio

Overal-Ì, the direction of changes in affiliation provided some support

for the model of conirol for when perceived control was higher. i,]hile

decreases in behaviour occurred as predicted for each of the

attributional variables, the increases in affiliation did not occur.

Nevertheless, the elaboration of immediate pre-exam by post-exam

affiliation controlling for the attributional variables demonstrated

where increases in affil-ialion were predicted the resultant bivariate

tabres were different than the originai bivariate table. In facL, for

these tables, approximateJ-y equal numbers of the students who changed

their behaviour from the immediate pre-exam to the post-exam phase

affiliated as opposed Lo did not affiliate. This result demonstrated

that there was a specification of the originaL bivariate table when

higher perceived control and the attributional variables were introduced

as controi variables.

3,7,1,2 The Influence of tower Perceived Control on À,ffiliating

The hypothsized relationship for changes in affiliation from the

immediate pre-exam to the post-exam when students' perceived control- was

lower was for a decline in affiliation and rituals irrespective of the

importance of students'attributions to the importance of luck, task

difficulty, ability, and mood. A series of 2 X 2 tables to exanine

affiliation over time selecting only cases where perceived control r+as

lower and controlLing for the attributional variables were produced.

These tables are not presented here because all of the tables were
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TÀBLE 55

changes in Àffiliating controÌling for Importance of Abirity

couNT i posr-nx¡u
I no*

eRE-ExAM lvus r lllo 2l roral
- ---- ---+--------+--__ ____+

YES 1 I 6 I s I 11HTcHER I I | +s.e
+--------+--------+

ABirrrY NO 2 | 2 | 11 I l¡
(-1) 1------l- - l 54'2

COLUMN B 16 24
ToTÀL 33.3 66.7 100.0

couNT I nosr-nxnu
I now

nRE-EXAM lvns r lHo zl rorAl
--------+--------+--------+yES 1 | 14 I ls I 2sSAME I I I se.o

+--------+--------+
ABrLrrY NO2l s | 16 ¡ zj

(0) l- --1 - | 42'0

COLUMN 19 31 50
TOTÀL 38.0 62.0 1 00.0

couNT I posr-ex¡u
I no*

PRE-ExAM lvns r lno zl rorAl
-------- +-- ------+-- ------+YESllBlal12LowER I I l+z.s+--------+--------+

ÀBrLrrY No z I s | 11 I le

(+1) I I I sz'r

COLUMN 13 15 28
TOTÀL 46.4 53 . 6 1 00. 0
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essentially the same. In all but one instance the 2 X 2 tables s,ere the

same as the original bivariate table with a tendency for a reduction in

aifiliation at the post-exam phase. The ¡able vrhich was different had

fewer cases. The results where fewer instances of changes toward

affiliation occurred at the post-exam phase support Seligman's concept

of deficits (Abramson, Garber & seligman, 1980:4). Theoretically, since

students were unable to coordinate their primary and secondary control

to develop a perception of control over their environment one had to

expect a retarded initiation of behavioural responses and the fewer

instances of affiliation which were found here. Thus, the behavioural

patterns of students whose perceived control was lower supported the

predictions of the control- model.

3.7, 1 ,3 Conclusions for Hypothesis 1

OveralL, some support was found for the hypothesis that changes in

students' affiliation from the immediate pre-exam phase to the post-exam

phase were influenced by students' Ievel of perceived control and types

of attribulions. À specifj.cation of the original relationship between

post-exam affiliation and immediate pre-exam affiliation was found. For

higher perceived control there were changes in the 2 X 2 tables from the

original relationship. When lower percieved control was held constant

changes rlere not found. Where affiliation was predicted to have

increasedat the post-exam phase , it was at approximately the same leve1

as for the immediate pre-exam phase. This result supports the theory of

control, because the levels of affiliating/not affiliating r+ere

different where perceived control was predicted,
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3,7 "2 ResulLs for Hvpothesis !
Students' perceived control was hypothesized to vary directJ.y with the

importance for students to accurateJ-y know how well they 1 ) v¡ould

perform on the exams at the immediate pre-exam phase, and 2) had

performed on the exams at the post-exam phase. The hypothesis r+as

tested by crosstabulating the importance of accuracy against the

students' level- of perceived control- at both the immediate pre-exam and

post-exam phases.

3,7,2,1 Àccuracy by Perceived conLrol at rhe imnediaLe pre-exan phase

Table 56 shows the results of the crosstabulation of the importance of

accur,acy by perceived control for the immediate pre-exam phase. The

value of chi-square (15) = 49.1, p < .05 demonstrates that there $¡as a

significant difference in celI sizes for the bivariate distribution.

The strength of association between the variables rvas very weak, r2 =

.026, with only 2.6% of. the variance accounted for betr+een variables.

The direction of the relationship !{as opposite to that which was

predicted with Pearson's r = -.16, p < .05. overall, it was found that

there was a very weak but significant inverse relationship between the

importance of accuracy and perceived control. Thus, the hypothesized

rel-ationship between accuracy and perceived control was rejected at the

immediate pre-exam phase.

3"7,2,2 Äccuracy by Perceived Control aL Lhe posL-exan phase

Table 57 shows the crosstabulation of the importance of accuracy by

perceived control for the post-exam phase. The value of Chi-square (16)

= 44.9, p < .05 demonstrates lhat there r+as a significant difference in
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Importance

TÀBLE 56

of Accuracy by Perceived Control ( Pre-exam )

--------+--------+--------+--------+-----___+________+
TOTALLY 1 I

our oF CoNTROL 
I

,l l'l l'l+--------+--------+--------+--------+---_----+,l 14 I

I
'l 23 

I
'l ,l

COUNT

COLUMN
TOTÀL

ÀCCURÀCY

2l 3l

VERY
IMPORTANT 

I41 5 
|

212 168
25.0

198
29.5

72
10.7

22
3.3

R0t^¡

TOTAL

4

.6

EAJ.t

8.0

256
38. 1

286
42.6

72
10.'t

672
'100.0

L
0
N

T
R

o
L

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+,l 64 
I

66 I æ 
I

35 
I

,l
+---- --- -+--------+--------+---- - - --+----- ---+- 
| e3 

I

84 
I

82 
I

,l
-------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

rorArLY 5 I 3e I ll I 10 I g I : I

rNcoNrROr, I I I I I I+--------+--------+--------+--------+---_____+

the sizes of cell-s. The strength of association between variables was

very weak with r2 = ,029. The direction of the relationship, like that

for the immediate pre-exam, was again opposite to that which was

predicted with Pearson's r= -.17 , p < .05. This correlation

demonstrated that there rvas a very weak but significant inverse

relationship between the importance of accuracy and perceived control.

Thus, the theoretical hypothesis for the relationship between perceived

control and accuracy r+as rejected for the post-exam phase.
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TABLE 57

Imporrance of Accuracy by Perceived Controj ( Post-exam )

couNT I 
occuRAcY

lr¡or vnny
I tueonrawr
I rl zl 3l

VERY ROW

TMPORTANT I ror¡l41 5l

0
N

T
K

0
L

--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+---_--__+
TOTALLY I I

our oF cournor 
I

'l 'l -l ,l 1 | 10

I 1.5
+--------+--------+--------+------__+________+,l ,s 

I

25 
I

17 
I

6 I elI rr o
I rJ.J

28 
I

+-- --- ---+-- ------+--- -----+--------+-----_ __+, I 5s 
I

72 I " I

3e 
I

10 | 263
| 40.1

+--------+--------+--------+-------_+________+-|52 
I"| 60 

I

37 
I

BI232I :s.++--------+--------+--------+--------+-_---___+
TorÀLLY I I

rN coNrRoi 
I

33 
I

10 
I

-l 1 I 60

I g.r
+--------+--------+--------+--------+_____ ___+

COLUMN 1 56
TOTAL 23.8

184
28.0

191
29 .1

99
rþ. t

26
4.0

656
100.0

3.?,2,3 Conclusions f or Hypolhesis 2

For both the immediate pre-exam and post-exam phases the hypothesized

relationship between perceived control and the importance of accuracy

was not confirmed. While weak and significant relationships existed,

the direction r+as opposite to that which was predicted.

With the rejection of the hypothesis, the frequencies of individual

cells within the bivariate tables were re-examined to try to determine

why Albas and Àlbas (198a:83) may have stated that those who were most

interested in accuracy "tended lo be those who were mosL confident in
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their performances". I,ihen the sample was restricted to examine only

those who stated that accuracy vlas i.mportant or very important (fab1e

56: values 4 and 5), the results match the descriptions by Àlbas and

Àlbas. Àt the immeoiate pre-exam phase, many more of these students, 39

(i.e. 9 + 3 + 21 + 6), had higher perceived control than lower perceived

control, 11 (i.e. 7 + 3 + 0 + 1).

For the post-exam phase (rable 5z: values 4 and 5), more students,

50, had higher perceived control than lower perceived control , 29,

I,lhile this fits into the earlier statement by Àtbas and Albas, it
demonstrates that the relationship betweerr perceived control and hígh

levels of importance of accuracy was not general-izabte to the entire

range of importance of accuracy for students. The same distributions of

perceived control were found irrespective of the level of importance of

accuracy. Evidently the variable which brought students to the

threshold of higher importance of accuracy rvas not perceived control. A

question for future research is why was it that few students had

heightened orientations to accuracy? This could be pursued through the

analysis of the deviant cases where students had heightened orientations

to accuracy.

3,7 ,3 Result,s f or HvooËhesis !
Students' perceived control was predicted to vary inversely r+ith the

importance for students to avoid thinking about their exams by talking

about other things both before and after their exams. The hypothesis

was tested by crosstabulating the importance of avoidance by students'

level of perceived control.
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Table 58 shows the results for the crosstabulat

avoidance by perceived control for the immediate

r+as no difference in the cell sizes for the

immediate

ion of the

pre-exam

bivariate

120

pre-exam Phase

importance of

phase. There

distribution

TÀBLE 5B

Importance of Avoidance by Perceived Control ( Pre-exam )

AVOIDANCE
COUNT

2l 3l

VERY ROW

iMPORTÀNT I rOr¡l4l sl
--------+--------+--------+--------+-----___+________+

TOTÀLLY 1 I

our oF coNrROL 
I

.lLI
I

I l'l .I l+I .e+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
c
ô

N

T
R

0
L

,| 18 I '' 
I

1'1i 'I 2l s4I e.o
+--------+--------+--------+-----_-_+________+

'l 67 
I

7e 
I

75 I " l

71256I ¡e. r
+--------+--------+--------+--------+--__----+-l 87 

I

e5 
I

6eI 27 
I

81286
| +2.ø

+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
TOTÀLLY 5 I

TN cONTRoL I

38 
I

17 
I

10 
I 'l 2l 'tz

I ro.r
+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

coruMN 212
TOTÀL 31 .5

208
31.0

165
)t 1

67
10.0

19 672
2.8 100.0

demonstrated

strength of

Pearson's r =

variables was

by the value of Chi

association between

-.10, p< .05was

considered to be a

-square (16) = 24,5, p > .05. The

variables was 12 =.01. Even though

significant, the relationship between

negligable associaLion. Based upon the
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above results the hypothesized relationship between perceived control

and avoidance was not confirmed for the immediate pre-exam phase.

3,7,3.2 Àvoidance by Perceived ConLroI aÈ Lhe post-exam phase

Table 59 shows the results ior the crosstabulation of the importance of

avoidance by perceived control for the post-exam phase. There v¡as a

significant difference between cell sizes for r,he bivariate distribution

as demonstrated by Chi-square (16) = 39.0, p < .05. The strength of

association between variables was weak with only 2.6% of the variation

accounted for between variables. The direction of the rel-ationship

occurred as predicted, Pearson's r = .15, p < .05, with avoidance

inversely related to perceived control. The above results suggested

that the hypothesis did not hold up at the post-exam phase.

3.7.3,3 Conclusions for Hypothesis 3

The results for the hypothesized relationship between perceived control

and avoidance suggested that the hypothesis was not confirmed. Since

the hypothesis Þ¡as not confirmed, the bivariate table rvas re-examined to

determine how it was that Àlbas and ÀIbas came to link distraction to

the maintenance of the students' poise.

When the bivariate distributions r+ere reanalysed using only those

students who had pJ.aced a higher importance on avoidance, the resuLts

showed that the distributions of perceived control were as hypothesized

for the immediate pre-exam phase, but not for the post-exam phase. For

the immediate pre-exam phase, when higher importance of avoidance was

examined mosi students had higher perceived control , 42, and far fewer
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TABLE 59

Imporr-ance of Avoidance by Perceived Control ( Post-exam )

AVOIDANCE
COUNT I

lHor vnnv
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who had lower perceived control, 9.

higher inportance of avoidance was

difference between those who had higher

who had lower perceived controL, 19.

supported the descriptions by ÀIbas and

phase. Further analyses would have to

variables influenced the students' level-

For the post-exam phase, when

examined there r+as almost no

perceived control, 22, and those

0veralI, these results only

Albas for the immediate pre-exam

be performed to determine which

of avoidance.
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3,7"4. Results for HvpoLhesís 4

Students' perceived controi v¡as predicted to vary inverseì-y with the

ímportance for students to distract classmates from talking about the

exams. The hypothesis was tested by crosstabulating the importance of

distraction by perceived control at the immediate pre-exam and post-exam

phases.

3"7 "4.1 DistracLion by Perceived Control at the ímnediaLe pre-exam
Phase

Table 60 presents the results of the crosstabuLation of distraction by

perceived control for the inmediate pre-exam phase. The varue of

Chi-sguare (16) = 32.9, p < .05 demonstrated that there r+as a

significant difference in the celt sizes for the bivariate distribution.

The strength of association between variables was almosL zero with onLy

1.2% of. the variation accounted for between variables. I^thile Pearson's

r = -.11, p < .05, occurred in the hypothesized direction, the

relationship between variables was considered to be a negligable

association. Thus, these resuLts suggested the stated hypothesis was

not confirmed for the immediate pre-exam phase.

3,7"4,2 DisLraction by Perceived Control at the post-exarn phase

The resul-ts of the crosstabulation of distraction by perceived control

at the post-exam phase are presented in Table 61. There r,ras a

significant difference in the cell sizes for the bivariate table shown

by Chi-square ( 1 6) = 32,1 , p < .05. The percentage of variance

accounted for between variabl-es was low at 2.6%. The correlation,

Pearson's r = ,16, p < .05, was weak but in the hypothesized direction"
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Overai1, these results suggested a rejection of the hypothesized

relationship between perceived control and distraclion for the post-exam

phase.

3.7,4.3 Conclusions for Hypothesis 4

The hypothesized relationship between perceived control and distraction

r+as not confirmed by the results for the immediate pre-exam phase, and

for the post-exam phase. Àgain, simirar to the resurts for Hypotheses 2

and 3, a re-examination of the data using only those students who stated

Importance of

TABLE 6O

Distraction by Perceived Control (Pre-exam)
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importance of Distraction by perceived contror (post*exam)
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that the importance of distraction was high or very high showed that the

descriptions by Albas and Àlbas were matched when thi.s restricted sampLe

was considered. For the immediate pre-exam phase, 26 sludents had

higher perceived control as opposed to onJ.y 6 students who had lower

perceived control. For the post-exam phase, 15 students had higher

control as opposed t.o only 9 students who had lower perceived control.

Nevertheless, without prior reason to consider onLy those students who

pì-aced higl:er inportance on distraction, the hypothesis was rejected.

It remains Lo be seen why some sludents pJ-aced higher importance on
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avoidance. While some of the characteristics of these students have

been described, the variables which bring the level of importance of

dístractj.on to the threshold of high importance as yet have not been

described.

3"7"5 Results for Hvpothesis 5

The students' perceived controi r+as predicted to have varied with the

difference between the students' preferred type and actual type of

affiliation. The hypothesis was tested, for both the immediate pre-exam

and P.E phases, by crosstabulating the difference score, calculated as

preferred type of affiliation ('1=much Lower grade to 5= much higher

grade) minus actuaJ. type of affiliation (1=much lower to S=much higher

grade), by the difference between students'perceived control at the

immediate pre-exam and post-exam phases.

3.7,5.1 Differences in Types of Àffiriating by perceived conLrol at
the inunediate pre-exan

The results of the crosstabulation of differences betr+een preferred type

of affiliation and actual type of affiliation by perceived control for

the immediate pre-exam phase are shown in Tab1e 62. It was possible to

compute a difference score of preferred type minus actual type of

affiliation f.or 92,9% of. the students who had actually affiliated. The

bivariate table rvas examined and it was determined that the differences

in ceII sizes were not signif icant .with chi-square Q4) = .51, p > .05.

This suggested that there rvas no relationship between students'

perceived control and the difference between their preferred type and

actual- type of affiliation. Thus, the hypothesis did not hold up for

the immediate pre-exam phase.
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3,7"5.2 Differences ín Types of AffiliaLing by perceived conLrol at
Lhe post-exam

Table 63 presents the results of the crosstabulation of differences

between preferred type and actual type of affiliation by perceived

control for the post-exam phase. There were few rnissing responses which

allowed for the computation of difference scores for 99.4% of. the

students who had actually affiliated. There was a significant

difference in ce11 sizes as shown by varue of chi-square (24) = 45.2, p

<.05. The strength of association was very weak, t2 = .04, with onry

4% of the variance accounted for between variables. The direction of

the relationship v¡as as predicted with pearson's r = .20, p < .05. À

further examination of the bivariate table found that most of the

students who had higher perceived control would have preferred to have

interacted with classmates t,¡ith higher grades than the classmates with

whom they had actually affiliated. The students who had lower perceived

control had affil-iated with both students above and students below their
preferred type of affiliation so that on average there vras no difference

in preferred and actual type of affiliation. Since the resuLts r,¡ere not

as predicted for the students who had lower perceived control, lhis
weakened the strength of the relationship between perceived control and

the difference scores.

Overall, some support for the hypothesis was found, considered at the

post-exan phase, âs there was a very weak but significant inverse

relationship between the students' perceived control and the difference

score.
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3,7"5"3 Conclusions for Hypothesis S

The hypothesized relationship between students' perceived control and

the difference between preferred type and actual type of affiliation was

supported at only the post-exam phase. At the immediate pre-exam phase

the students, irrespeciive of their level of perceived controÌ, would

have preferred to have affiliated with a classmate who had a slightly
higher grade than the one ¡+ith whom they had actually affiliated (mean

difference = 0.4). Taking into consideration some of the earlier
results for this thesis, a possible explanation for the above resul-ts

might be that students preferences for affiliation may have been based

more upon a desire for self-enhancement than upon a desire for an

accurate social comparison at the immediate pre-exam phase, and more

upon a desire for an accurate social comparison than self-enhancement at

the post-exam phase.



Chapter IV

ÐISCUSSION

The results of this study have shown that the prevalence of students'

behaviours changed over the specified time frame of immediate pre-exam

phase to post-exam phase. The descriptive resurts supported the

findings by Àlbas and Àlbas (1984), which were essentially based upon

qualitative research methods, to provide a quantitative description of

the social structural aspects of the students'examination environment.

4 "1 DESCRIPTIVE ÀCCOI'NTS

The Àl-bas and Àlbas (1984) stuCy of student life and exams was utilized
to provide a theoretical framework for the analysis of students

behaviours and the reasons students would give for their behaviours.

This study found support for the framework within which ÀIbas and Àlbas

had 1) identified exam behaviours, and 2) reported the reasons for which

students had used the behaviours. However, additional information was

found to show that the prevalence of the behaviours and reasons for the

behaviours $,ere not as they reported. This study specifically examined

two types of behaviours: 1 ) affiliation and 2) rituals. Next is a

discussion of these behaviours"

- 131
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4,1,1 Affiliatinq

While the prevalence of affiliation was slightJ.y less than what ÀIbas

and Albas reporteo v¡ould occur, the results of this study demonstrated

that affiliation was still a highly prevalent behaviour utitized by

students at both the immediate pre-exam phase and post-exam phase.

Perhaps part of the reason why this study found a lower prevalence of

affiliation than Àlbas and Àl-bas reported r+as the construct of

affiliation was strictLy defined as whether or not students talked with

'classmates' immediately before and after the exams, whil-e Àlbas and

Albas loosely defined affiliation as whether students talked with

another 'person' before and after the exams. This definition of

affiliation was utilized to determine the extent to which students would

rely on each other for accurate social comparisons, and social support.

The presentation of the reasons that students gave for their choice

to either have affiliated or not to have affiliated were reported as 1)

open ended response categories, and 2) grouped responses using the

categories used by ÀIbas and Albas. The results of this study, for the

immediate pre-exam phase, provided support for the work by Àlbas and

Albas. However, the post-exam phase results tvere contrary to their

descriptions of primary reasons for affiliation. Still, the variety of

reasons students gave for affiliation and not affiliating supported the

statements by Albas and Albas on the range of reasons for students'

behaviours.

The explanations of the students in the openended questions

illustrated that both affiliation and not affitiating may be considered
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to be stress-coping actions. Note that at the initiat stage of analysis
the results were not grouped to allow for a descriptíon of the most

prevalent individuaJ- types of reasons for the question. This type of

analysis allowed for an examination of the discriminatory por,rer of the

framework Arbas and Àlbas had presented. Their framework, if powerfur,

should be able to describe types of behaviours, reasons for behaviours,

and reasons for changes in behaviours. If their breakdowns for types of

responses gave results where most responses would not fit into the

frarnework, a ne'u framework would have been reguired.

The AIbas and Aibas framework included the following reasons for
affil.iation: soc ial support , ôccuracy, self-enhancemenr , ârìd

disLraction. The results of this study only support their reported

reasons for the immediate pre-exam phase. The immediate question is
what explains the drastic dj.fference in the types of reasons at the

post-exam phase from the types of reasons at the immediate pre-exam

phase? The ansr+er to this question was most evident when the

percentages of self-enhancement and accuracy reasons r+ere examined.

SeIf-enhancement $¡as a prevalent reason for affiliation at the immediate

pre-exam phase Q3.9%), but not at the post-exam phase (0 ,oÐ. The

importance of need for accuracy in social comparison was much higher at
the post-exam phase ßj.g%) than at the immediate pre-exam phase

Q2.8%). Àn explanation of the relative shifts in reasons may be that
in interaction, the students' need was not always simpJ.y to express

their student role. The students' must interpret and cope with the

examination environnent which confronts them, be it the examination (a

practical problem), a topic of conversation (during affiliation ) , or
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both. At the immediate pre-exam phase the higher prevalence of

self-enhancement reasons is interpreted as a situation where the

oncoming 'examination phase proper' is less well- defined. Consequently

the direction of student conduct tends toward behavi.ours which would

better adapt the student to an uncertain environment. The shift toward

fewer self-enhancement reasons at the post-exam phase may be a

conseguence of the 'examination phase proper' having greater meaning for

the students. They know what the examination questions were and they

have an approximate idea of how werl they had performed. The greater

prevalence of the importance of accuracy as a reason for affiliation at

the post-exam phase shows how students sought an accurate social

comparison to produce an overalL definition of the situation. The

students may not have been trying to change themselves through

self-enhancement, but may have been trying to fit the definition of the

environment into an overal-l framework which would allow them to deal

r,¡ith differing levels of stress.

The grouped reasons for not affiliating, in comparison to reasons for

affiliating, also show that self-enhancement was more salient for not

affiliating at the immediate pre-exam phase (1s,4%) than it was at the

post-exam phase (0.0%). This demonstrated that it lras not the behaviour

of students which allowed them to cope with their exams, but it was the

meaning of the behaviour that alLowed them to cope. À second group of

reasons changed r+ith distraction being more prevalent as a reason at the

post-exam phase (15.4%) than it was at the immediate pre-exam phase

Q.4%). This shift may have reflected the students' utitization of

distraction as a tool for survival in a tenuous environment. At the
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immediate pre-exam phase, fewer students needed to utilize distraction

because they stil-1 had the opportunity to gain last minute information,

be lucky, find that the test was easier than they hao expected, Bt

cetera; but at the post-exam phase the students had to survive by

disengaging themselves from a situation which did not aIlow them to fit
into the environment.

Overall , f.or both those who had af f i l iated and those r+ho had not

affiliated the reasons for their behaviours usuaJ.ly could be

interpreted. Nevertheless, some inconsistencies !rere evident as

students gave reasons for not affiliating which seemed to better fit as

explanations for affiliation. Inconsistencies were also evident for the

opposite situation where students affiliated, but their reasons seemed

to fit as explanations for not affiliating. To understand these

responses, it is important to note t.hat students retrospective reports

are not the same thing as if they had to teIl why they were about to

behave. Retrospective reports are students reports of what they did and

why they did what they did at a time which is after the event.

The uncertainties and risks in reration to Ionese]fl in such
retrospective uses of self-ascriptions, in which only a part
of Ioneself] is actively involved, are clearJ.y ones of quiie a
different kind to those in prospective uses, in whiCh lonerisksl the whole of lonesetfl. To be wrong in ones's report
is nol to be the wrong person (Shotter, '1981:160).

while there were few inconsistencies in the reports, where the students'

reasons would better expJ-ain an alternate behaviour, it was not possible

r.o get them to 'te1l' how they would behave immediately before and

immediately after the exams since this type of research would have been

loo disruptive for the siudents. Students may have modified their

responses to provide a response which r+as closer to a report fof their
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the descriptive resuLts supported the results by ÀIbas

provide a descriplion of hor+ prevalent and hor+. it
affiliation and not affitiating could be examined as

behavi curs.
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Nevertheless,

and Àlbas to

lras that both

stress-coping

4,1 ,2 Rituals

The results of this study supported the Albas and A1bas study to show

that a significant number of students used rituals before exams ß3,6Ð,
and that fewer students had used rituals after exams (6.5Ð. These

results pose two questions. First, what is a rituar. second, why is

there a difference between the results for the immediate pre-exam phase

and post-exam phase in the prevalence of rituals?

To see what was meant by a ritual one must look at the questions

asked of students (Question 34 & Question g7) to see the students were

asked to 1) state if they had used a ritual, and 2) to specify the type

of ritual that they had used. The first part of the questions, where

the word rituaL was used, !¡as defined by the investigator and thus was

arso given an ascribed meaning by the investigator. This $¡as not a

problem as the specification of the types of behaviours used by the

students suggested that this designation as'rituals'r+as an appropriate

use of the word. The question was relatively unobtrusive for many more

types were specified than were 1isted in the prompt of examples of

rituals. While many students stated that they had used a self-prayer (a

type within the prompt), the results of the specification of types also

showed that students utilized a wide variety of types of rituals. The
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Àlbas and Àlbas ( 1 984 :77 -81) .

for the types of rituals
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described in

An explanation for why there was a difference in the prevalence of

rituals v¡ith more rituats at the immediate pre-exam phase and fewer

rituals at the posl-exam phase is more difficult to obtain. Albas and

Albas have suggested one reason for the prevalence of rituals. This rvas

eariier described as a situation where scudents wouLd urili ze rítuals

"... when they are alone and cannot rely on others for social support or

comparison" (1984:77), The results of this study provided some support

for the report,s by Àlbas and Àlbas as the reasons which students gave

for their use of rituals may be interpreted as stress-coping actions.

However, there were many students who neither affiliated nor used a

rituai.

Perhaps one should not be concerned with whether or not a behaviour

occurred, but one should look at the overall'meaning'of the situation

for students (Harré & Secord, 1972) . À breakdown of behaviours as

rituals and affiliation, an artifact constructed by the investigator, is

only important for the investigator if it is important to identify the

prevalence of these particular behaviours. À1I behaviours couLd be

considered together, and an overall definition of the situation could be

analysed. An overall definition of meaning for the examination

situaiion may be extrapolated from the meaning of affiliation behaviours

to explain the shift in the prevalence of rituals. One would expect

that rituals would be utilized at the immediate pre-exam phase as a

mechanism for self-enhancement. This v¡as evident in the reasons

students gave for their use of rituals and supported the interpretations
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by Àlbas and ÀIbas. Rituals were not util-ized at the post-exam phase

because students were less concerned rqith self-enhancement, but were

concerned with accuracy. Note that the dichotomy of affiliation and

rituals is a construction of the investigator as affiliatory behaviour

may be a social ritual. Using the reasons students gave for affiliation
an inference may be made about the meaning of lhe environment. Fewer

students may have utilized rituals at the post-exam phase because this

type of behaviour r+as one that was directed towards the self and would

not readi ly lend i tself to an accurate overall def in i t ion of the

examination environrnent. 0vera11, the utilization of the descriptive

results provided support for the Àlbas and Albas study.

4,2 ÐISCRIMINÀNT FI'NCTION ÀNAIYSES

The results of the discriminant function analyses, to examine what best

predicted the students use of affiliation and rituals, r¡ere essentially

exploratory procedures. Interpretations of the results were a direct

function of the types of variables entered into the prediction equation.

Forthcoming is

the literature

a

on

discussion of how the results of this study fit into

the university examination.

4,2,1 ÀffiliaÈinq

When all of the variables rvere considered together, the variables which

best predicted students use of affiliation at the immediate pre-exam

phase were 1 ) whether or not the students had talked in class , 2) the

importance of accuracy, and 3) time of arrival outside the examination

rooms. Simifar variables were found for prediction of affiLiation at

lhe post-exanr phase. These variables were 1 ) whether or not the
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students had affiliated at the immediate pre-exam phase, and Ð the

importance of affiliation" It is noted that r+hile similar groupings of

variables were found, the relative importance of each of the variables

shifted from talking in class being the highest loading variable for the

immediate pre-exam discriminani function to the importance of accuracy

being the highest Ioading variable for the post-exam discriminant

function.

The variables talking in class ( immediate pre-exam discriminant

function) and affiliation before the exams (post-exam discriminant

function) may be interpreled as predispositional variables which showed

which students would have talked with other students. The students who

had talked in another situation r¡¡ere those who were predicted to
affiliate. The relalive importance of the predisposition to talking

shifted from being the highest J-oading vari.able on the immediate

pre-exam function to being the second highest loading variable on the

posL-exam function. Àn interpretation of this shift is that the

students had affiliated at the immediate pre-exam phase because the

'emergence' of the situation (tucuugh , i96B) was such that they

constructed a definition of the situation based upon their memory of

past events. Àt the post-exam phase the students were less influenced

by their predispositions because they rvere more interested in their

'relative' positions in the class. Thus, the influence of

predispositions r+ouId be expected to have been less at the post-exam

phase than at the immediate pre-exam phase. The results of this study

fit into the definitions of Stebbins ( 1986) as the predispositions were

less important, but still significant, at the post-exam phase. The
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predispositions of students were demonstrated to have influenced both

the immediate pre-exam phase and the post-exam phase behaviours of

s tuden ts .

The shift in the imporlance of accuracy from second on the immediate

pre-exam function to first on the post-exam function fits well into

McHugh's theory of the oefinition of the situation and provides

additional support for his concepts of emergence and relativity (1968).

Àt the immediate pre-exam phase, âD emergent situation, the importance

of accuracy would be expected to be lower because rhe future role of the

student during the exam phase proper is less well defined. At the

posl-exam phase, however, the importance of accuracy would be expected

to be higher because the role of the student at the exam phase proper

has been relativeì.y defined by his/ner performance on the exams. The

results of this study support this interpretati.on.

FinalJ-y, !rith the variable of time of arrival outside the exam rooms

having only ioaded on the inmediate pre-exam function and not having a

direct counterpart on the post-exam function, all that can be said about

the importance of time for students was that time was a factor for

immediate pre-exam affiliation with the students who arrived earlier

predicted to affiliate.

4,2,2 RiLuals

À discriminant function analysis of what best predicted the prevalence

of rituals was only performed for the immediate pre-exam phase because

there were few rituars r,¡ere reported for the post-exam phase. when alI

of the variables were considered together, the variables which best



predicteC rituals were 1) the imporiance of mood, 2)

avoidance, 3) â98, ano 4) ttre degree of uncertainty.
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the importance of

These variables support the theoreli.cal framework developed by AIbas

and Albas (1984¿71-79). Using this framework, we may expect that those

who utilize rituals would place a greater importance on internal factors

l-ike a higher importance of mood, and a higher importance of avoidance

relative to those who would not utilize rituals. The results provide

support for this interpretation.

The differences between those who had used rituals and those who had

not used rituals relative to the other two variables were less distinct,
but stilL significant. Those who used rituals were slightly older

students, many of which were also in their second and third year of a

program. These students may have written more exams than their younger

cohort. This result would be consistent llith the literature as peop].e

who have 'incomplete socializations' (¡Ibas & Àlbas , 19Ba:10) i.nto a

role may not perform the rituals associated with the role. Students who

v,ere younger may not as yet have been socialized into the student role

and thus r+ould have performed fewer rituals. l.lith more time in
university the younger students may learn the ritualist behaviours of

the older students. The final variable, uncertainty, had smarl mean

differences but may be interpreted as an internal factor for students.

Students who were more uncertain of their performance on the exams may

have used rituals to try to reduce this uncertainty.
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4"2"3 The utititv of the Ðiscrininant Function Anarvses

The statistical procedure of the discriminant function analysis does not

depend upon a specific theoreiicaL framer+ork ro guide the sel-ection of

variables for the prediction of students' behaviour. The results of ihe

discriminant function anaJ-yses for this study were interpretable within

Symbolic Interactionism and Definition of the Situation theoretical

frameworks. Using this anaJ.ysís one also notices the exclusion of

variables which may be of importance to the theoretical framework.

Variables which may individualJ.y have explained a significant amount of

the variability between groups were not necessarily the variables which

rvere included as significant in the finat prediction equation. NotabIy,

anxiety, uncertainty, and perceived control which have been utiJ-ized by

many studies to explain stress copíng actions (u.g. schachter, 1959;

Albas & À1bas, 1984; Baum & valins, 1g7g) were not the best predictors

of students behaviours. Where variables are identified as critical to

the analysis they may be given added weight and forced into the

discriminant function equation. I Th" utility of the discriminant

function analyses is that they have provided an additional guide with

which to develop a theoretical framework for the analysis of the

university examination as a social situation. The variable set utilized
in the discriminant function anaLyses may be reduced, and reanalysed.
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4"3 THE CONTROT MODEI

The results of this study iJ.lustrates that the model of control, a tool

developeci primariLy in an experimental-cl-inical setting, was moderately

successful in predicting the behavi,ours of students in the natural

setting of the university examination. The con',ribution of the control

model to the development of an overall definition of the university

examinarion as a social settì.ng is examined in the following discussion

of each of the components of the model.

4.3.1 Perceived Control

The construct of perceived control vlas an overall measure of the

students' perceptions of how wel-l they were able to adapt to their

environment through their own effort. It vras assumed that the students'

perceptions of the environment would have led them to develop a

meaningful definition of the environment, using the exam act proper as

the referent, and act according to this meaning. Thus, the meaning of

conlrol r+as bolh a product of a prospective perception of control at the

immediate pre-exam phase, and a retrospective perception of control at

the post-exam phase. The variablility of responses to the question

suggested that there r+ere differing leveIs of control at each phase of

the examinations both for individual students and between students.

i t tvas theoretically possibre for students to have behaved

differently with the same overall level of perceived control. Differing

perceptions could lead to the same end product of meaning, and high or

low leveis of perceived control. This leads to the question of how is

it that a behaviour may be called a slress-coping action? This question

may be examined in several ways.
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Blumer assumes that meaning is a product of social interaction.

The human being is not a mere responding organism, only
responding to the play of factors from his world or from
himself; he is an acting organism who has to cope with and
handle such factors and who, in so doing, has to forge and
direct his line of action. Às I have said earlier, he may do
a poor job in constructing his act, but construct it he must
(BIumer, 1969:55).

Students may have behaved as they did because they are not completely

socialized into the student role and this disabled them from

constructing the meaning of exam behaviours as a stress-coping action.

The behaviour would be called a stress-coping action cnly when the

investigator can verify that the student has not done a 'poor' job of

constructing his act.

À similar type of explanation is given by Harré

who wrote:

& Secord (1972:1 63 )

The happenings, for instance movements, are given meaning as
actions by reference to the act attempted, whether or not it
is actualJ.y successfully performed.

Students may have utilized the same behaviours, have had the same level

of control, and yet still have had different levels of success on the

examinations. The problem for this type of explanation is in the

determinination of how is it that one can state that the action was in

reference to the act.

Specifically for this study, the conslruct of perceived control was

eLaborated upon by utilizing attributions to explain how the same level

of perceived control could lead to different behaviours. The constructs

of ability, task difficulty, l-uck, and mood, developments of attribution

theory were utilized to predict and explain how students would act for

each level of control at each phase of the examinations ( i . e. I,ieiner,
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Nierenberg & Goldstein, 1976; Àbramson, Seligman & TeasdaJ-e, 19781

Rothbaum, Weisz & Snyder, 1982). It is at the micro level of the

specification of meaning that it is possible to build a structurat model

to explain students behaviours as stress-coping actions.

4."3.2 ÀtÈributions

The results of this study found moderate support for the model of

control- when attributions were used as indicators of change in the

meaning of the examinatj.on environment. Nevertheless, there are many

probiens associated vrith the use of attributions as evidence of changes

in the meaning of the environment. The model of control- was not able to

provide a high rate of prediction for the changes in the behaviours of

students.

Shotter (1980) described one of the main problems in the use of

attributions as investigative problems due to the specificatory nature

of mental activity.

MentaI activity functions to structure a r+hole into a system
of intrinsically interrelated or reciprocalty implicated
parts, each being known in terms of its relations to all the
others in the system. The point about such a systen of
perceptually distinguishable but physicaJ-ly inseperable
'parts' (emphasis in ori.ginal), is that the momentary 'parts'
produced are always open to yet further differentiation and
specification, but onJ-y interms of what they aJ.ready are; they
are, $¡e may say, further 'specifiable' (Shotter, 1980:43).

NoL only do attributions change over time but they are subject to
differing interpretations when examined as a product of the definition

of the whole of the situation. A second problem in the use of

attributions is that they may be a product of the investigator's biases.

Students may act h'ithout making an attribution for responsibility to an
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internal factor. The students who responded to the questions of this

study may not have entirely understood what the attributional questions

rçere referring to when they answered the questions.

4,3,3 The Utilitv of f Model of Conlrol

it is possibl-e io build a model of control to predict stress-coping

actions of students. The results of this study demonstrated that the

model had some predictive and explanatory utiLity. However, several

questions remain to be answered. why was it that the predictive power

of the modeL of control was low? Was it that students did not make

attributions, that is use a meaning framework similar to that set out

by the investigator, when they were at the exams? Was it that the

survey of student behaviour did not accuratel-y measure the interactive

behaviours of students? Suggestions for the J.inkage of a model of

control into future research are given in the concluding remarks to

follow.

4.4 CoNCLUSIoNS

The first objective of this study r,las to provide a descriptive

quantitative study of the behaviour of students in an examination

setting. To achieve this objective there were several quantitative

aspects of the examination which were presented with the specific focus

centered around the descripLion of affiliation and rituals. It is hoped

that the types of analyses performed to produce the results for this

study will provide a useful source of information for other researchers

and students. The information on hovr often and why students had

affiliated may help the student reader to understand both his/her own
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behaviour and that of his/her classmales. For the researcher interested

in the university examination, it is hoped the information on student

behaviour and on some of the problems associated with studying the

behaviours will be of aid to the definition of future research problems.

The second objective of this study rvas to provide a test the control

model as e tool for the expì-anation of how students deal with the

examination, a situation in which they may be highJ-y uncertain as to the

outcome of their efforts, and thus facing high degrees of stress.

Overall, the control model had Iimited success, but it is hoped the

information gained will aid theoretical development on the source of

stress and types of behaviours which are stress coping actions at the

university examination. Perhaps, also, with a model for the expianation

of stress coping behaviours in a natural setting, the future researcher

might utilize the model from the present study to expl-ain other

stressful life events.

To conclude, it is hoped that this study has shown how the

theoretical positions of Symbolic Interactionism and Definition of the

Sir"uation, within which researchers have traditionally utilized
qual-itative methods, hây complement a theory of control, grithin which

researchers have primarily utilized quantitative methods. None of the

above theories alone were adequatel-y able to account for the meaning of

stressors, differing perceptions of the exam environment for students,

and proviCe a basis for the prediction and explanation of the behaviour

of students. Yet, together the theories anC the respective

methodoJ.ogies traditionally associated with each, may provide an

explanalion cf the university examination as a social event.
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Appendix À

STUÐENT oIrESTi oNNAiRE

The following guesLions will bE used as part of a sLudy on UniversiLy
examinalions. À11 guesLions refer to the MOST RECENT examinalion for
Lhis class. Your participation is voluntary.

Note that questions are on BOTH sides of the paper. Circle /Litt in the
response which applies to you for each question.

1. Date-

2, Class

3. I,ihatisyoursex? UE

4. What is your aqe?

5. Àre you registered as a:

a) full-time student
b) part-time student
c) other (specify)

5. In what faculty are you currently registered:

a ) Àrts
b) Science
c) Other (specify)

7. In what program are you currently registered: (circle) Example:
Chemistry Major.

H o n o u r s/Ma j o r/ce n e r a 1/o t he r

Specify department

8. What year are you in your program?

1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / oLher (specify)

very unimport.ant

12

9. Hovr importanl is this course to your academic program? (circle
number )

- 151 -

very important
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10. }Ihat is your average letter grade in all of your courses?

A+ÀB+BC+CDF
11. Before the exam,how much did you feel your level of ability for

this course would allow you to perform well on the exam? (circle
number )

very unable
12

very abLe

12. In which sicie of the classroom do you sit?

a) left side.
b) mrddle
c) right sicie

13. Hor+ close to the front do you sit?

a) Closest to the front.
b) Middle.
c) Closest to the back.

14. Do you usually sit in the same area of the classroom?

a) Yes
b) No

15. In the few Iines below, please describe why you usualLy sit in
this area of the classroom (OR describe why you change areas).

16. How often do you talk with a neighbour when the cl-ass is in
session ( ie. the professor is speaking ) ?

Every class Never in C1ass
12345

17. How many classes, for this course have you missed this term?
(number) _

The following quesÈions will ileal with things you did BEFoRE the
gxamo

18. Before the exam,how difficult did you think it would be for you
to get a good grade on the exam?

very difficult very easy
12345
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19. Just before the exam, how anxious were you about it? (circle
number )

20. When did you arrive outside the exam room?
(minutes before the exam).

21. Did you bring your books to the exam?

a) yes
b) no

22. Did you study immediateJ-y before the exam (last l/2 nour)?

a) yes
b) no

23. Did you talk r,lith classmates immediately before the exam?

a) yes

b) no (skip to question 26)

24. What did you taik the most about?

a ) the exam
b) something else

25. This quesLion refers to your assessment of the person with r+hom
you talked the most. In comparison to my grade, their's would
Þro .

not very anxious

12

Much lower
12

very anxlous

5

Much higher
5

26. Did you want to talk to anyone/anyone else before the exam,but
did not?

a) Yes

b) No (skip to question 28)

27. What did you want to talk the most about?

a ) the exam

b) something else
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28. With whom would you prefer to talk the most? A person whose
grade, in comparison to my grade, would be:

Much lower
12

Much higher

29. What is the primary reason you chose/did not choose to talk r+ith
classmates before the exam?

30. Before the exam,how important was it for you to accurately know
how well you would perform on the exam by talking to your
c Ia ssma les ?

31. How important is it for you to avoid thinking about the exam by
talking about other things?

not very important
12

not very important
12

very important
45

very important
:J

32. How important is it for you to distract cl-assmates from talking
about the exam by talking about other things?

not very important very important
12345

33. Before the exam,how much did you feel your luck would influence
your performance on the exam?

did nct need luck needed luck
12345

34. Did you act out a ritual before the exam? (i.e. self-prayer,go to
church, make a sign of the cross, etc)

a) yes (specify what you did)
b) no (skip to question 36)

35. gow important was this ritual for your coping with exam anxiety?

not very important very important
1234s

36. Befcre the exam, how uncertain were you about how well you would
perform on the exam?

Very uncertain Very certain
12345



37, Before the exa:l,how
effort you would be
to perform welt?

totally in control
12

38. Before the exam,how
your performance on

not at all

155

much did you feel that through continued
in control of ¡he things that v¡ould allow you

totalLy out
2tÌJT

much did you feel
the exam?

of control
5

your mood would influence

very much
5

get in the course.

the exam.

supervising the exam)

f icult.

People think about different Lhings during an examination. For each
of the foJ.lowing types of t,houghts, record the number (in Lhe blank at
the end of the guestion) Ui¡at best describes your thoughts during your
Iast exanination for this class.

'ExampIe: 1 . =never
2. =once
3. =a few times
4, =often
5. =very often

39.

L(\

41 .

L)

43.

44.

¿q

46.

¿.1

48.

¿q

50.

I thought about the grade I was going to

I thought about how much lime I had left.
I thought about how others were doing on

I wondered what the invigil-ator (person
thought about my performance on the exam.

I thought the exam questions were too dif

I thought about my leveJ- of ability.
i thought about hor+ often I got confused.

I thought I needed luck to perform well on the exam.

I thought about things completely unrelated to the exam.

I thought the invigilator might suspect I was cheating.

I thought I should put more effort into my performance.

I thought my posture vlas too stiff
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People do many different Lhings at an examinaLion" For the following
quesLions, please wriLe a brief description of what you did aL Èhe lasL
exam for Lhis class"

51. Did you bring special things to the exam? (ie. favorite pen,
speciaì. jewelry, exam clothes, ecc. )

a) yes

b) no (skip to question 54)

52. What did you bring?

5J. Why r

54. Do you have any specific behaviours that you carry out in the
Iast half-hour before exams that you feel helps you to do better?
(go for a walk, pray, study, etc.)

a) yes

b) no (skip to question 57)

55. What oid you oc?

56. I,lhy does thj.s help?

57. Do you have any specific behaviours that you avoid before exams
because you feel this helps you to do better?

a) yes

b) no (skip to question 60)
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58. What did you avoid?

59. vihy?

60. Were you distracted by anything during the examination?

a) yes

b) no (skip to question 63)

61. What distracted you?

62. why?

63. what did you look at when you were not looking at your exam?

64. I.thy?

65. What did you do if you noticed the invigilator was watching you?

66. I^ihy?
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67. What would you do if another classmate could look at your exam
paper ?

68. I,ihy?

69. What aspect of your posture did you change most often? (ie. hand,
neck, Ieg position etc).

70. Iihy?

71. What time did you finish writing your examination?

Time in minutes before the end of allotted time.

Exactly at the end.

Time in minutes af ter the end of allotted time.

The following questions are aboul things you did AFTER Lhe
exaninaLion 

"

72, How anxious were you about the exam as you left the exam room?

not very anxious very anxious

12345
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73. Where did you go immediately after you finished your exam? (rne
'1st haLf hour )

a) to another class

b) to your home/residence

c) stayed outside the exam room

d) other (specify)

74, Did you talk with classmales immediateJ-y after the exam?

a) yes

b) no (skip to question 77)

75. What did you talk the most about?

a ) the exam
b) something else

76, This question refers to your assessment of the person with whom
you taJ.ked the most. À person whose grade,in comparison to my
grade , vtas:

Much lower Much higher

12
77, Did you want to talk to anyone/anyone else after the exam,but

did not?

a) Yes
b) ¡lo (skip to question 79)

78. What did you h'ant to talk the most about?

a ) the exam
b) something else

79. After the exam,how much did you feel- your level of ability for
this class allowed you to perform well on the exam?

Very unable
12

Very able
5
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80. How difficult do you believe it was to finish the exam and get a
good grade?

Very diff icult
12

Very easy
5

81. Afler the exam,with whom would you prefer to talk the most. In
comparison to my grade, their's wouÌd be:

Much lower .l'luch higher
12345

82. What is the primary reason you chose/did not choose to talk with
classmabes after the exam.

83. How important was it for you to accurately know how well you had
performed on the exam by talking to your classmates?

not very important very important
12345

84. How important is it for you to avoid thinking about the exam by
talking about other things?

not very important very important
12345

85. After the exam,how important is it for you to distract classmates
from lalking about the exam by talking about other things?

not very important very important
1234s

86. After the exam,how much did you feel your luck had influenced
your performance on the exam?

did not need luck needed luck
12345
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87 . Àfter the exam, did you act out any rituals? ( i.e.
self-prayer,go to church, make a sign of the cross, etc)

a) yes (specify what you did)
b) no (skip to question 36)

88. How important was thís ritual for your coping with exam anxiety?

not very important very important
12345

89. After the exam,how uncertain were you about how wel-l you had
performed on the exam?

90. After the exam,how much did you feel that your efforts gave you
conrrol over the things you needed to perform wel-I on the exam?

totally in control totally oui of control
12345

91. Àfter the examfhor+ much did ycu feel your mood had influenced
your performance on the exam?

Very uncertain
12

nct very much
12

Very certain
L

very much

92. How would you rate your personal performance on the exam,
compared to your usual performance?

excellent poor
12345

93. Hor+ would you rate your performance on the exam, in comparison to
others in your class?

excellent poor
12345

94. What grade do you expecl to get in this course?

A+ÀB+BC+CDF
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The final questions ask abouL your fanily background,

95. How would you describe your eLhnic identity (nationality
background) ?

95. How much do you agree or disagree v¡ith this statement? My ethnic
identíty is important to me.

Strongly disagree Strongly Agree

12345
97. To what ethnic group did your father's side of the family belong?

98. To v¡hat ethnic group did your mother's side of the family belong?

99. What is your marital status?

100. Àre you: (circle)
an only child/the oldest child/a middle chiJ.d/the youngest

1 01 . I s there anything else you would like to add about your
experiences and thoughts on/of university examinations?

To return the questionnaire, please return it to class. If you have
any questions about the study you may call on me in Room 336 Isbister.

Thank you for your participation,

David Forde



Appendix B

CIÀSSROOM INFORMATION

1. Course number

Please compl-ete section rrArr if you will allow David Forde to
administer his questíonnaj.re. Otherwise, please complete section "8".

Section A:

1. Classroom location

2. Number of Stucients in your class

3. Date of mid-term examination

4, Percentage weight of exam to course grade

5. Most convenient daLes to administer the questionnaire

1)

,)\

3)

Section B:

P1ease check 1 or 2

1. I require more information before I will allow David Forde to

administer his questionnaire in my classroom

2. I wiLl not allow David Forde to administer his his questionnaire

in my classroom.

To rerurn this form please mail it to David in the envel-ope which is
provided.

ol
/o
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1.

2.

4

Size of

Type of

Loca t i on

4. Location of Windows

5. Type of desks

AppendÍx C

EXÀMÏNATION ROOM VARiABIES

room (# of desks)

lighting

of doors
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